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Mission stateMent
The mission of the Boy Scouts of America is to 

prepare young people to make ethical and moral 
choices over their lifetimes by instilling in them the 

values of the Scout Oath and Scout Law.

scout oath
On my honor I will do my best to do my duty to God 
and my country and to obey the Scout Law; to help 
other people at all times; to keep myself physically 

strong, mentally awake, and morally straight.

scout Law 
A Scout is trustworthy, loyal, helpful,  

friendly, courteous, kind, obedient, cheerful,  
thrifty, brave, clean, and reverent.

Vision stateMent 
The Boy Scouts of America will prepare every 

eligible youth in America to become a responsible, 
participating citizen and leader who is guided by  

the Scout Oath and Scout Law.
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Process overview

For 103 years, the Boy Scouts of America’s focus has been on 
working together to deliver the nation’s foremost youth program 
of character development and values-based leadership training. 
Today, Scouting represents more than 2.6 million youth and  
1 million adult volunteers across the nation, with diverse beliefs 
about a number of important issues.

Scouting’s role has been to equip children with life skills so they 
can make their own decisions about important issues, while 
teaching members to treat everyone with courtesy and respect 
at all times, regardless of any perceived difference.

Recently within the Scouting family, there has been significant 
discussion about the BSA’s membership policy regarding sexual 
orientation, including requests to engage in dialogue about the 
current BSA policy.

In 2010, the organization’s leaders—the Chief Scout Executive 
and the president—convened a committee of professional and 
volunteer leaders to determine whether the continuation of that 
policy was in the best interest of the Boy Scouts of America. 
The committee determined that, at that time, it was in the best 
interest of the organization to maintain the policy.

The decision to maintain the policy began an even deeper 
dialogue within Scouting. Out of respect for the diverse beliefs of 
Scouting’s chartered organizations, the National Executive Board 
spearheaded discussions about the issue, including potentially 
amending the policy to allow chartered organizations that 
oversee and deliver Scouting to accept membership and select 
leaders consistent with their organization’s mission, principles, 
or religious beliefs.

This created an outpouring of feedback from the American 
public, from both those who agree with the current policy and 
those who support a change. This feedback reinforced how 
deeply people care about Scouting and how passionate they are 
about the organization.

After careful consideration and extensive dialogue within the 
Scouting family, along with reviewing comments from those 
outside the organization, the volunteer officers of the Boy Scouts 
of America’s National Executive Board concluded that due to the 
complexity of this issue, the organization needed more time for 
a more deliberate review of its membership policy.

To continue and expand this important discussion, the officers 
authorized its committees, representative of Scouting’s 
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members, to further engage representatives of Scouting’s 
membership and listen to their perspectives and concerns.

The national Key 3 formed a Membership Standards Study 
Initiative Committee, led by a volunteer and staff advisors. 

The objective of the committee was to develop and execute 
flawlessly a comprehensive plan leading to a vote at the National 
Annual Meeting by a highly informed group of national voting 
members while minimizing any disruption in the delivery of the 
Scouting mission both before and after the vote takes place.

The committee addressed the following stakeholder/ 
study groups:

•	 Parents of boys

•	 Youth

•	 Local council leadership

•	 National Executive Board and Advisory Council

•	 Chartered organizations

•	 Finance and fundraising

•	 Legal

To develop and execute the plan leading to a vote, the following 
are the phases the BSA has taken and will undertake.

Phase DescRiPtion tiMeLine
Planning The BSA defined the desired 

process and intended 
outcomes.

Feb. 6–28

Listening The BSA key stakeholders 
for input and developed a 
summary report.

March 1–
April 5

evaluating The BSA’s officers reviewed 
the summary report and 
prepared a resolution for the 
consideration of the National 
Council voting members.

April 5–17

educating The report and resolution will 
be shared with the voting 
members of the National 
Council.

April 18–
May 22

Deciding The BSA will conduct on-
site information sessions for 
registered participants at its 
National Annual Meeting.

May 22–24

implementing Based on the vote, the BSA will 
determine and implement next 
steps for the organization.

May 24–

The BSA believes the voting members of the National Council will 
fairly and accurately determine the most appropriate path forward 
for the organization. Throughout this initiative, the BSA has been 
dedicated to the integrity of the process and worked to:

•	 Provide a channel where every voice can be heard

•	 Receive feedback from the field

•	 Educate Scouting’s members

•	 Review core values

•	 Identify members’ concerns

Above all, throughout this process we have been—and will 
continue to be—focused on that which unites us. America 
needs Scouting, and our policies must be based on what is in 
the best interest of our youth.

The committee’s recommendations are summarized in this 
document and are meant to inform you, the officers, as you 
work on a resolution regarding membership standards for the 
voting members of the National Council to take action on at the 
National Annual Meeting in May 2013.
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Voting Process and instructions
The voting process is being conducted by TrueBallot, Inc., which 
provides election services for labor unions, associations, Native 
American tribal organizations, homeowners’ associations, public 
entities, and other organizations with the highest level of security 
and validation.

VoteR ReGistRation anD 
check-in PRoceDuRes
•	 All voting members must pre-register either by registering 

on the online link (below) or by registering on-site at the 
voter registration site (Center Prefunction area at the 
Gaylord Texan Resort, Grapevine, Texas).

•	 On-site registration will be open on Wednesday, May 22, 
8 a.m.–8 p.m., and Thursday, May 23, 7 a.m.–9:30 a.m.

•	 All voting members will be verified and credentialed (must 
show government-issued photo ID in order to receive a 
badge with a voter bar code), regardless of whether they are 
registered attendees at the annual meeting or only attending 
to vote.

•	 On the day of the vote (May 23), after the resolution has 
been presented, discussed, and the vote called for, voting 

members will proceed to check-in at the Grapevine 
Ballroom foyer, where there will be five registration counters 
with five stations per counter. Stations will be divided 
alphabetically. (See below.)

•	 Because the Northeast and Western regions have their 
business meeting luncheons on May 23, the request will be 
made to allow them to vote first.

•	 To pre-register to vote, go to http://reservations.scouting.
org/profile/form/index.cfm?PKformID=0x31123fd8d.

VotinG PRoceDuRes
•	 Voting will take place in the Texas D Ballroom from 11 a.m. 

to 2 p.m.

•	 Voting members will proceed from the business meeting or 
other venue to the Grapevine Ballroom foyer for final voter 
check-in and verification. 

•	 At the check-in counters, a government-issued photo ID 
must be shown by each voting member to receive a  
bar-coded badge. After verification that the individual is  
a credentialed voter, his or her bar-coded badge will then  
be marked, and the voting member will proceed to the  
Texas D Ballroom.
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•	 The hallway leading to the Texas D Ballroom will be draped 
off. A checkpoint will be at each entrance to the draping. 
Only voting members with the appropriate marking on their 
bar-coded badge will be allowed in.

•	 All voting members must be in the voting area (Grapevine 
Ballroom foyer or Texas D Ballroom) no later than 2 p.m. 
Any voter not in the area by 2 p.m. will not be eligible to 
vote. Other than those BSA staff members specifically 
identified to assist in the verification process, nobody failing 
to have government-issued photo ID or who is verified as a 
credentialed voter will be allowed in the voting area or be 
permitted to vote.

•	 Only members of the BSA’s Legal Department and personnel 
from the company hired to conduct the vote (TrueBallot) will 
be allowed into the Texas D Ballroom where the voting is 
taking place.

•	 The Texas D Ballroom will have someone at the door 
checking for the appropriate marking on the bar-coded 
badge and directing voters to the appropriate table inside 
the room.

•	 At the table inside the Texas D Ballroom, the marked bar-
coded badge will be scanned and a ballot will be printed 
and handed to the individual voter. 

•	 Each voting member will then be directed to one of the 100 
voting stations, where they will:

—Mark their ballot.

—Sign in the appropriate location on the tear-off section of 
the ballot.

—Deposit the ballot in the ballot box to cast their vote.

—Deposit the tear-off section in another “verification of 
having voted” box.

—The voting members will then immediately depart the 
voting area.

•	 The vote will be tallied, verified, and certified by TrueBallot, 
and the results of the vote will be announced at approxi-
mately 5 p.m. that same day in the Grapevine Ballroom.

•	 There will be no preliminary reports on the voting before the 
results are announced.
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Board Resolution
wheReas, it is the mission of the Boy Scouts of America to 
prepare young people to make ethical and moral choices over 
their lifetimes by instilling in them the values of the Scout Oath 
and Scout Law:

scout oath

On my honor I will do my best to do my duty to God and my 
country and to obey the Scout Law; to help other people at all 

times; to keep myself physically strong, mentally awake, 
and morally straight.

scout Law

A Scout is trustworthy, loyal, helpful, friendly, courteous, 
kind, obedient, cheerful, thrifty, brave, clean, and reverent.

anD wheReas, duty to God, duty to country, duty to others, 
and duty to oneself are each a core value and immutable tenet 
of the Boy Scouts of America; and

wheReas, the Scout Oath begins with duty to God and the 
Scout Law ends with a Scout’s obligation to be reverent, and 
that will always remain a core value of the Boy Scouts of 
America, and the values set forth in the Scout Oath and Law are 
fundamental to the BSA and central to teaching young people to 
make better choices over their lifetimes; and

wheReas, the vision of the Boy Scouts of America is to prepare 
every eligible youth in America to become a responsible, 
participating citizen and leader who is guided by the Scout Oath 
and Scout Law; and

wheReas, for more than 103 years, programs of the Boy 
Scouts of America have been delivered to youth members 
through cooperation with chartered organizations that select 
adult leaders who meet the organization’s standards as well as 
the leadership standards of the Boy Scouts of America; and

wheReas, numerous independent experts have recognized 
that the programs protecting Scouts today, which include 
effective screening, education and training, and clear policies to 
protect youth and provide for their privacy, are among the best 
in the youth-serving community; and

wheReas, the current adult leadership standard of the Boy 
Scouts of America states:

The applicant must possess the moral, educational, 
and emotional qualities that the Boy Scouts of America 
deems necessary to afford positive leadership to youth. 
The applicant must also be the correct age, subscribe 
to the precepts of the Declaration of Religious Principle 
(duty to God), and abide by the Scout Oath and the 
Scout Law.

While the BSA does not proactively inquire about sexual 
orientation of employees, volunteers, or members, we 
do not grant membership to individuals who are open 
or avowed homosexuals or who engage in behavior that 
would become a distraction to the mission of the BSA.

anD wheReas, Scouting is a youth program, and any sexual 
conduct, whether homosexual or heterosexual, by youth of 
Scouting age is contrary to the virtues of Scouting; and

wheReas, the Boy Scouts of America does not have an agenda 
on the matter of sexual orientation, and resolving this complex 
issue is not the role of the organization, nor may any member 
use Scouting to promote or advance any social or political 
position or agenda; and

wheReas, youth are still developing, learning about themselves 
and who they are, developing their sense of right and wrong, 
and understanding their duty to God to live a moral life; and

wheReas, America needs Scouting, and the organization’s 
policies must be based on what is in the best interest of its 
young people, and the organization will work to stay focused on 
that which unites us, and

wheReas, the Boy Scouts of America will maintain the current 
membership policy for all adult leaders of the Boy Scouts of 
America, and

now, theReFoRe, Be it ResoLVeD that:

The following membership standard for youth members of 
the Boy Scouts of America is hereby adopted and approved, 
effective Jan. 1, 2014:

Youth membership in the Boy Scouts of America is 
open to all youth who meet the specific membership 
requirements to join the Cub Scout, Boy Scout, Varsity 
Scout, Sea Scout, and Venturing programs. Membership 
in any program of the Boy Scouts of America requires 
the youth member to (a) subscribe to and abide by 
the values expressed in the Scout Oath and Scout 
Law, (b) subscribe to and abide by the precepts of the 
Declaration of Religious Principle (duty to God), and 
(c) demonstrate behavior that exemplifies the highest 
level of good conduct and respect for others and is 
consistent at all times with the values expressed in the 
Scout Oath and Scout Law. No youth may be denied 
membership in the Boy Scouts of America on the basis 
of sexual orientation or preference alone.
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executive summary

In February, the Boy Scouts of America embarked on the most 
comprehensive listening exercise in its history to consider the 
impact of potential changes to its membership standards policy 
on the organization and gather perspectives from inside and 
outside of the Scouting family. The following is an executive 
summary of the findings from study groups created to reach out 
and explore the point of view of the various Scouting members, 
parents, youth, donors, and strategic partners within the Boy 
Scouts of America.

•	 Throughout this process, the BSA conducted a thorough 
review of a number of issues related to the impact of the 
policy or potential changes to the policy on Scouting. This 
review created an outpouring of feedback from the Scouting 
family and the American public, from both those who agree 
with the current policy and those who support a change. 
This feedback reinforced how deeply people care about 
Scouting and how passionate they are about the organization.

•	 Scouting’s review confirmed that this remains among 
the most complex and challenging issues facing the BSA 
and society today. Even with the wide range of input, it 
is extremely difficult to accurately quantify the potential 
impact of maintaining or changing the current policy. While 
perspectives and opinions vary significantly, parents, adults 

in the Scouting community, and teens alike tend to agree 
that youth should not be denied the benefits of Scouting.

•	 Overall key findings that the Executive Committee 
considered to be critical to the development of a resolution:

•	 Attitudes and opinions among Americans related to gay and 
lesbian relationships have changed rapidly over the past 
three years.

•	 While a majority of adults in the Scouting community 
support the BSA’s current policy of excluding open and 
avowed homosexuals, younger parents and teens tend to 
oppose the policy.

•	 Views among parents under the age of 50 have changed 
significantly in the past three years, with a majority now 
opposing the BSA’s current policy.

•	 Parents in three of four BSA regions oppose the current 
membership policy.

•	 Of six scenarios presented in surveys to parents, teens, 
and members of the Scouting community, the one scenario 
with which overwhelming majorities of parents, teens, and 
members of the Scouting community strongly agree is that 
it would be unacceptable to deny an openly gay Scout an 
Eagle Scout Award solely because of his sexual orientation.
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•	 Parents, teens, and the Scouting community do not favor a 
local chartered organization option.

•	 While adults in the Scouting community strongly support the 
current membership policy, they are less likely to agree with 
removing a Scout from the program solely on the basis of 
sexual orientation as opposed to behavior.

The following represents summaries of each stakeholder segment.

Youth stuDY GRouP
The Youth Study Group (teens 16 to 18) was charged with 
listening to the voice of youth—both current members and 
nonmembers. Harris Interactive was contracted to survey both 
current youth members as well as general population teens. Key 
findings include:

•	 Among general population teens and Boy Scouts and 
Venturers alike, a majority oppose the current Boy Scouts of 
America membership policy.

•	 A majority of Boy Scouts and Venturers oppose allowing 
chartered organizations to follow their own beliefs if 
that means there will be different standards from one 
organization to the next.

•	 According to a majority of current Boy Scouts and Venturers, 
the current policy does not represent a core value 
of Scouting.

PaRents stuDY GRouP anD 
LeaDeRs stuDY GRouP
The Parents Study Group was charged with listening to the voice 
of parents and leaders, including parents who currently do not 
have youth in the program. Research on parents was conducted 
by North Star Opinion Research on parents of boys younger than 
18—both members and nonmembers.

•	 The research finds a significant shift in attitudes regarding 
the BSA policy on homosexuality.

•	 Three years ago, parents supported the current BSA policy 
by a wide margin—58 percent to 29 percent. Today, parents 
oppose the policy by a 45 percent to 42 percent margin.

•	 Three years ago, 57 percent of parents of current Scouts 
supported the policy. Today, only 48 percent of parents of 
current Scouts support the policy.

The BSA’s Voice of the Scout Membership Standards Survey was 
sent to more than 1 million adult members, with over 200,000 
respondents. The survey found:

•	 Respondents support the current policy by a 61 percent to 
34 percent margin.

•	 Support for the current policy is higher at different program 
and volunteer levels in the organization:

—50 percent of Cub Scout parents support it; 45 percent of 
Cub Scout parents oppose.

—61 percent of Boy Scout parents support it.

—62 percent of unit leaders support it.

—64 percent of council and district volunteers support it.

—72 percent of chartered organizations support it.

LocaL counciL stuDY GRouP
The Local Council Study Group was charged with listening to the 
voice of the Boy Scouts of America’s 280 local councils. While 
many of the conversations centered on a policy that would give 
chartered organizations the discretion of whether to accept 
avowed homosexuals to serve as leaders, many groups had 
concerns about this concept:

•	 50.5 percent of councils recommend no change.

•	 38.5 percent of councils recommend a change.

•	 11 percent take a neutral position.

Each Scouting region also provided a recommendation in 
support of or opposed to potential change:

•	 The Central Region recommends, on behalf of its 73 
councils, no change to the policy.

•	 The Northeast Region recommends, on behalf of its 65 
councils, to change the policy by excluding any reference to 
sexual preference as one of the criteria for membership for 
youth and adults.

•	 The Southern Region recommends, on behalf of its 90 
councils, no change to the current policy.

•	 The recommendation of 51 percent of the Western Region 
councils is no change at this time. Several councils 
within the Western Region were unable to provide a 
recommendation. The position of the Western Region’s 
largest chartered organization, whose members make up 
more than half of the region’s total membership, is unknown 
at this time.
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nationaL counciL stuDY GRouP
The National Council Study Group was charged with listening to 
the voice of the National Executive Board and National Advisory 
Council. In an online survey:

•	 Slightly more members of the Board and Advisory Council 
initially supported the current policy, but Board members 
reversed themselves to slightly opposing the current rules 
after responding to the scenarios.

•	 A majority of the Board does not consider the current policy 
to be core to Scouting’s values, while a majority of the 
Advisory Council does.

•	 A large majority of the respondents believe they can find 
a way to continue in Scouting whether or not the BSA’s 
decision agrees with their own views.

chaRteReD oRGanization 
stuDY GRouP
The Chartered Organization Study Group was charged with 
listening to the voice of the national-level leadership in the 
BSA’s major chartered organizations. The BSA contacted 64 
religious chartered organizations and 54 nonreligious chartered 
organizations. The BSA’s largest chartered organization, The 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, is not included in 
these totals.

Many religious chartered organizations stated their concern is 
with homosexual adult leaders and not with youth. They estimate 
a membership policy change that includes both youth and adults 
could cause the BSA to incur membership losses in a range 
from 100,000 to 350,000. It is believed any gain in membership 
because of a change to the membership policy related to youth 
and adults would be in the range of 10,000 to 20,000 youth.

A change in the membership policy specific to youth only would 
be consistent with the religious beliefs of the BSA’s major 
chartered organizations.

Finance anD FunDRaisinG 
stuDY GRouP
The Finance and Fundraising Study Group was charged with 
listening to the voice of the donor as well as evaluating the 
National Council financial impact related to projected changes in 
the BSA’s membership policy.

•	 Councils indicate 33 percent of their major donors support a 
policy change.

•	 On average, councils indicate 51 percent of major donors do 
not support a policy change.

•	 A majority of current and former corporations that currently 
have or had sponsorship-type relationships with the BSA do 
not support the current policy.

•	 A majority of the Fortune 500 companies support a change 
in our current policy.

•	 A survey of alumni and the National Eagle Scout Association 
show that 54 percent support the current policy; 41 percent 
oppose it.

•	 Foundation and major donor groups are split regarding the 
BSA’s current membership policy.

LeGaL stuDY GRouP
The Legal Study Group was charged with gathering opinions on 
the possible litigation and other legal implications of a change 
in the membership standards from the legal community and 
providing an analysis on the related legal issues.

Legal advice and analysis on the possible legal implications and 
potential effects of a change in the BSA’s membership policy 
were considered.

It was clarified that there will be no change in the BSA’s defense 
and indemnification of claims arising out of any claim related 
to a denial of membership or participation in Scouting activities 
because of a failure to meet the BSA’s membership standards.

aDDitionaL inFoRMation

Youth Protection
Youth safety and role modeling are two of the biggest concerns 
mentioned by members who oppose a change in the policy. 
In addressing issues related to youth protection for the 
membership standards study, the Boy Scouts of America tasked 
its director of Youth Protection, Michael V. Johnson, to consult 
with leading experts in the field of youth protection and child 
sexual abuse prevention that the BSA has consulted in the 
past in formulating the BSA’s Youth Protection policies and 
curriculum:

•	 David Finkelhor, Ph.D.

•	 W. Walter Menninger, M.D., psychiatry

•	 Charol Shakeshaft, Ph.D.

•	 Victor Vieth, J.D.
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All four experts were consistent in their findings and 
recommendations, including:

•	 “The nearly universal opinion among sexual abuse 
authorities is that same-sex sexual interest or same-sex 
sexual experience, either in adults or youth, is NOT a risk 
factor for sexually abusing children.”

•	 In regard to role modeling: “Most of the research on 
the effect on children of associating with self-identified 
homosexual adults has been done about homosexual 
parents. The clear conclusion from this research is that 
there appear to be no effects on children’s adjustment, 
mental health or sexual orientation.”

National Youth-Serving Organizations
The BSA contacted 30 national youth-serving, government, 
foundation, and community organizations (many of which are 
strategic partners of the BSA), and asked to what extent they 
support or oppose the current BSA policy:

•	 Twenty-eight want change and oppose the current BSA 
policy, one is neutral and somewhat opposes the policy, and 
one wants no change and supports the current policy.

•	 The main concern of the 28 organizations that want the BSA 
to change is that if the policy remains the same, national 
organizations cannot support the BSA, making it very 
difficult for those organizations to work/collaborate with the 
BSA because of the exclusion of youth and lack of diversity 
in the BSA.
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Youth study Group summary
The group focused on two independent objectives:

1. Provide direct communications, information, and assurances 
to the voting youth officers and their respective advisors on 
the process to be followed by the Youth Study Group, and 
ensure the youth officers have complete information and 
understand their role in anticipation of the vote on 
May 23, 2013. 

2. Coordinate with Research & Innovation on the youth survey 
and review, analyze, and summarize survey results to be 
included in the executive summary.

The initial conference call was conducted with the youth officers 
and advisors on Feb. 14 to convene the group, describe the 
survey process, explain their role in the process, and answer 
any questions. A second conference call was held on March 
20 during which both youth and adult participants asked why 
the youth membership would not be surveyed directly, and an 
explanation, as discussed below, was emailed to everyone. 
The explanation was well received and there were no further 
questions regarding methodology.

A conference call is scheduled for April 10 to review the youth 
survey results orally and answer any questions. A conference 
call is also scheduled for April 24 to review the voter information 
and proposed resolutions released earlier in the week to all 

National Council voters. A meeting may be held with the youth 
officers and advisors on May 22 at the National Annual Meeting, 
if necessary, to answer any final questions. We have constantly 
emphasized that we do not wish to influence the youth officers 
in any way regarding their vote and that they should vote 
according to their convictions and what they believe is in the 
best interest of the BSA on a long-term basis.

Youth suRVeY MethoDoLoGY
BSA youth membership was not directly surveyed as originally 
planned through the Voice of the Scout process used for adult 
leadership. When the survey process was originally announced, 
several chartered organizations, including the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints and Baptist church, and many parents 
asked that their youth members not be contacted as part of the 
survey. In light of the feedback received, it was determined the 
surveys could be conducted through Harris Interactive utilizing 
the Harris Interactive Online youth panelists (HPOL).

The membership standards survey was conducted online from 
March 1822, 2013, among 1,021 U.S. residents ranging from 16 
to 18 years of age who agreed to a consent statement regarding 
their participation in the research. Of the group surveyed, 803 
youth were HPOL general population and 218 (21 percent) youth 
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were from a contact list of registered members of the Boy Scout 
and Venturing programs. Confidence level in the survey results is 
95 percent. Most BSA members who are 19 to 20 years of age 
had an opportunity to participate in the direct Voice of the Scout 
questionnaire as adults.

hiGhLiGhts FRoM Youth 
suRVeY ResuLts

Participation and Awareness
1. Thirty-seven percent of general population males age 16–18 

have participated in the Boy Scouts, and 11 percent report 
current participation in a Scouting program. Venturing is an 
activity that 14 percent of teens age 16–18 have participated 
in, with 6 percent reporting current participation. 

2. Thirty-two percent of current Boy Scout members report 
they also participate in Venturing; 13 percent participated in 
the program in the past but not currently.

3. Sixty-three percent of general population teens report 
recently seeing, reading, or hearing something about the 
Boy Scouts, while 95 percent of Boy Scouts and Venturers 
have, and 73 percent of past members heard something 
about the Boy Scouts.

Opinions on Policies and Scenarios
1. Teens first read the current Boy Scouts of America 

membership and leadership requirements prohibiting 
open homosexuals from being Scouts or adult leaders. 
Fifty-seven percent of general population teens opposed 
the current policy; 38 percent strongly opposed this policy. 
Similarly, 56 percent of Boy Scouts and Venturers opposed 
the policy, with 42 percent strongly opposing it. Fifty-eight 
percent of past Scouts and Venturers oppose the current 
policy, with 31 percent strongly opposing.

2. The teens were then introduced to different scenarios 
involving possible discrimination against homosexuals. 
Majorities of general population teens, including Boy Scouts 
and Venturers alike, consistently find scenarios excluding 
homosexuals to be unacceptable, and scenarios involving 
inclusion of homosexuals to be acceptable. For example:

•	 Scenario 1: A review board denies the Eagle Scout Award 
to a Scout who reveals he is gay. Totally/somewhat 
unacceptable among 74 percent of general population 
teens, 70 percent of Boy Scouts and Venturers, and 71 
percent of former Boy Scouts and Venturers.

•	 Scenario 2: A troop leader allows an openly gay Scout to 
tent with a heterosexual boy on an overnight camping trip. 
Totally/somewhat acceptable among 56 percent of general 
population teens, 50 percent of current Boy Scouts and 
Venturers, and 54 percent of former members.

•	 Scenario 3: A lesbian serves as the den mother for her 
son’s Cub Scout den. Totally/somewhat acceptable among 
65 percent of general population teens, 64 percent of Boy 
Scouts and Venturers, and 62 percent of former members.

•	 Scenario 4: An openly gay applicant is denied membership 
in a troop sponsored by a church whose doctrine 
teaches that homosexuality is wrong. Totally/somewhat 
unacceptable among 64 percent of general population teens 
and 51 percent of Boy Scouts and Venturers.

•	 Scenario 5: A gay adult leader takes adolescent boys on an 
overnight camping trip. Totally/somewhat acceptable among 
52 percent of general population teens, 55 percent of Boy 
Scouts and Venturers, and 61 percent of former members.

•	 Scenario 6: A youth minister who is gay serves as the 
Scoutmaster for a troop sponsored by a congregation that 
does not believe homosexuality is wrong. Totally/somewhat 
acceptable among 56 percent of general population teens, 
54 percent of Boy Scouts and Venturers, and 51 percent of 
former members. 

3. After having read the six scenarios, 61 percent of general 
population teens and 57 percent of Boy Scouts and 
Venturers oppose the current requirements. This represents 
an increase of four percentage points among the general 
population teens and one percentage point for the Boy 
Scouts and Venturers in opposition to the current policy.

4. When asked what their greatest concern is if the policy 
remains in place and openly gay youth and adults continue 
to be prohibited from joining Scouting, a majority who 
oppose the current requirement mention discrimination or 
segregation resulting from this policy.

5. When those who support the policy were asked of 
their greatest concern if the policy is changed to allow 
sponsoring organizations to make their own decisions 
to admit openly gay Scouts and leaders, themes such as 
safety concerns, including victimization and inappropriate 
behavior, are often mentioned, as are the negative effects 
on the Boy Scouts of America organization.
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Questions Asked of Current Boy Scouts and 
Venturers Only
1. Overall, 47 percent of current Boy Scouts and Venturers 

oppose allowing chartered organizations to follow their 
own beliefs when selecting Boy Scout members and adult 
leaders if that means there will be different standards from 
one organization to the next. Thirty-four percent support this 
measure, while 19 percent are neutral.

2. When viewed in terms of their post-scenario opinion of the 
current requirement, 60 percent of those who support the 
current requirement oppose the measure to allow chartered 
organizations to follow their own beliefs, 26 percent support 
it, and 14 percent are neutral. Among those who oppose the 
current requirement, 43 percent oppose the measure, while 
37 percent support it and 20 percent are neutral.

3. Fifty-four percent of Boy Scouts and Venturers believe the 
current policy prohibiting open homosexuals from being 
Scouts or adult Scout leaders does not represent a core 
value of Scouting found in the Scout Oath and Law, while 35 
percent believe it does and 12 percent are not sure.

4. When viewed in terms of their post-scenario opinion of the 
current policy, 82 percent of those who support the current 
policy believe it does represent a core value of Scouting, 
while 86 percent of those who oppose the current policy 
believe it does not represent a core value. 

5. In total, about half (48 percent) of Boy Scouts and Venturers 
believe they can find a way to continue to participate in the 
organization if the decision on this policy disagrees with 
their own view. Twenty-two percent do not believe they can 
find a way to continue, and 30 percent are not sure.

6. Viewed in terms of their post-scenario opinion of the current 
policy, 32 percent of those who support the current policy 
believe they can find a way to continue participation in the 
organization if the policy is reversed, while another 32 percent 
do not believe they can find a way to continue in this case; 37 
percent have not made up their mind. Meanwhile, 55 percent 
of those who oppose the current requirement believe they can 
find a way to continue if the policy remains in place, while 18 
percent do not believe they can find a way to continue and 27 
percent have not yet made up their mind.

7. Based on the proportions of support, opposition, and neutral 
opinions regarding the current policy, and their respective 
anticipated reactions if the policy decision disagrees with 
their own view, it is estimated that relatively similar effects 
on membership would be seen regardless of whether the 
policy remains or is changed. On either side of the issue, 
between 10 percent and 12 percent of current members 
believe they could not find a way to continue, while between 
72 percent and 74 percent believe that they could. There 
are, however, a substantial percentage of undecided 
members whose effects remain to be seen.

Conclusions
1. Among general population teens and Boy Scouts and Venturers 

alike, a majority oppose the current Boy Scouts of America 
membership and leadership requirements that prohibit open 
homosexuals from being Scouts or adult Scout leaders.

2. In each of the six scenarios, majorities of general population 
teens and also Boy Scouts and Venturers believe it is 
unacceptable when there is prohibition or potential 
discrimination against openly homosexual youth and adults, 
and believe it is acceptable when there is inclusion of open 
homosexuals in the organization.

3. A plurality of Boy Scouts and Venturers oppose allowing 
chartered organizations to follow their own beliefs if that 
means there will be different standards from one organization 
to the next, while about a third support the measure.

4. The current policy prohibiting open homosexuals from being 
Scouts or adult Scout leaders does not represent a core 
value of Scouting, according to a majority of current Boy 
Scouts and Venturers.

5. Regardless of whether the current policy remains or 
is changed, a large majority of current Boy Scouts 
and Venturers expect to continue participation in the 
organization, and a relatively small minority would leave 
the organization. A sizeable percentage of Boy Scouts and 
Venturers have not yet decided.
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Examples of Open-Ended Responses Received

oppose current Policy
“As an openly gay Eagle Scout I felt extremely conflicted in 
attaining my rank. I had been raised since starting as a Tiger Cub 
with all of the values of scouting. I also had the goal of attaining 
eagle since a very young age. So when I realized I was same 
sex attracted I almost decided to give up. Why do the leadership 
project if I won’t receive credit? How could I honestly go into my 
board and disobey a rule? A Scout is obedient. But a Scout also 
tried to change the rules of his community in a kindly manner 
if he disagrees with those rules. I just think homosexuality is 
not something that dictates one’s ability to be trustworthy loyal 
helpful friendly courteous kind obedient cheerful thrifty brave 
clean or reverent. I think by keeping out an entire group of 
people we are actually breaking many of those values. Most 
importantly the organization is excluding an entire group of 
boys. That means a lot of talented young boys. Which is just so 
unfortunate for the organization as a whole.”

—Male, BSA sample group

“Scouting is and ought to be a program of youth development. I 
do not believe that youth in the organization should be excluded 
based on their orientation. This policy isolates youth and 
prevents the organization from meeting its objectives. We cannot 
afford for Scouting to become a political tool. We have always 
accepted boys as they were. Just as Scouts broke racial barriers 
they must accept all young men regardless of what they feel is 
their orientation.”

—Male, BSA sample group

“If we do not change this policy then we aren’t living up to our 
Scout Law. We are not holding to our true purpose which is 
to provide knowledge education and experience for all youths 
for them to carry with them through life. We say to be friendly 
courteous kind to all and yet we do not follow these laws in the 
current doctrine. We are also supposed to brave. Brave enough to 
stand against a tradition based on misconceptions and ignorance.”

—Male, BSA sample group

support current Policy
“The original basis for the Boy Scouts of America is to promote 
good moral characteristics based on the Christian faith. If gays 
are allowed to join the Scouting program and earn the Eagle 
Scout Award that basis will have been for nothing and my Eagle 
Scout Award will seem less important to me. Also one must 
consider the safety of all Scouts and make sure that they NEVER 
feel unsafe or uncomfortable. I feel that many Scouts will feel 
uncomfortable camping with homosexual men.”

—Male, BSA sample group

“It would compromise the beliefs of a lot of dedicated Scouters. 
The Scouting organization has always held itself to ‘morally 
straight’ and if we don’t keep to that then people won’t respect 
the Scouting program as something that sets standards but 
rather as something to be changed to meet people’s wants.”

—Male, BSA sample group

“It goes against the ideals/beliefs and moral character that 
Scouting was founded on. Scouting is not just about doing 
outdoor activities. It is about a youth creating values for 
themselves. When Scouting was founded they believed that 
being homosexual did not conform to their beliefs. To me this is 
acceptable because the BSA has a right to believe being gay is 
wrong the same that homosexuals have a right to believe it is 
okay. The BSA does not discriminate against gays they only deny 
them because it goes against their beliefs.”

—Male, BSA sample group

“My greatest concern is that we will be teaching our Scouts 
that being gay is totally acceptable. I would not allow my son 
to participate in any organization that openly accepts the gay 
lifestyle. I think this will be a downward spiral for things to come 
in the Boy Scout organization.”

—Male, BSA sample group

“If the policy is changed to allow sponsoring organizations 
to make their own decisions to admit openly gay Scouts 
and leaders it could make kids go in the wrong direction. 
Homosexuality is completely wrong and it should not be allowed 
in any type of organization especially with little children. The 
leaders could molest the children or worse.”

—Female, HPOL general population sample group
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Local council study 
Group summary

centRaL ReGion

1. Summary of Regional Impact
It is the sense of the Central Region that the effects of the 
membership standards impacts are as follows:

If the current policy is chanGeD, we believe that our region 
will see:

Membership
The review of the impact of change on membership across our 
seven areas shows the potential for a loss of near 15 percent of 
our total membership—approximately 115,000 youth (762,761 
youth total membership in 2012). Losses would continue over 
the next three years in this range.

Six areas calculated losses up to 20 percent; one area projected 
flat to a 1 percent gain.

Finance
The review of the impact of change on council finances shows 
the potential for a loss near $10 million in the near term.

Six areas reported clear losses from $200,000 to $2.9 million, 
with one area reporting a potential to gain $3 million.

Leadership
The review of the impact of change on leadership and 
manpower showed the potential to lose between 5 percent 
and 25 percent of our leaders. The team agreed that leadership 
losses would mirror membership losses and be felt in district 
and board leadership positions also.

Five areas reported losses ranging to 25 percent; two areas 
reported flat and up to a 10 percent gain.

chartered organizations
•	 20 percent likely to leave

•	 60 percent likely to stay

•	 20 percent neutral

2. Summary of Regional Impact
It is the sense of the Central Region that the effects of the 
membership standards impacts are as follows:

If the current policy is not chanGeD, we believe that our region 
will see:

Membership
The review of the impact of no change on membership across 
our seven areas shows the potential for a smaller 5 percent 
loss—approximately 40,000 youth.
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All seven areas reported that they would lose membership even 
if the policy does not change. Estimates range from a slow 
decline to 20 percent.

Finance
The review of the impact of no change on finance across our 
seven areas shows the potential for a loss of near $8 million, 
with the greatest losses coming from two areas. Five areas 
reported flat or slight loss to slight growth.

Leadership
The review of the impact of no change on membership across 
our seven areas shows the potential for a loss of flat to 5 percent.

Two areas reported losses that could reach 20 percent, with the 
rest looking at small losses or no losses.

chartered organizations
•	 10 percent likely to leave

•	 70 percent likely to stay

•	 20 percent neutral

3. Summary of Area Impact (Council Positions)

aRea chanGe no chanGe no 
Decision

1 5 4 2

2 2 1 1

3 4 5 2

4 2 8 2

5 2 7 3

6 0 9 2

7 10 0 1

total 25 34 13

4. Summary of Area Recommendations
•	 Area 1 leans toward change.

•	 Area 2’s recommendation is negative, but all councils lean 
toward change.

•	 Area 3 leans toward no change.

•	 Area 4 recommends no change.

•	 Area 5 recommends no change

•	 Area 6 recommends no change.

•	 Area 7’s councils all are for change.

Regional Recommendation
The Central Region recommends to the National Executive Board 
the following on behalf of its 73 councils:

The Central Region recommends no change to the current policy 
at this time.

While the region’s leadership team agreed this to be a fair 
representation of its areas and councils, the team was concerned 
about how their recommendation would be used in crafting a 
resolution and whether their voice would be heard.

It should be noted that it was reported that in the event of a 
change in policy, the councils in Garden City, Kansas; Grand 
Island, Nebraska; Springfield, Missouri; and Zanesville, Ohio; 
would face extreme difficulty in remaining sustainable and viable 
as a council. In addition, councils in the no-decision category 
either could not come to a consensus at this time or were deeply 
divided. One council’s executive committee recommended the 
process be delayed for further study.

Almost all agreed that even if we did not change at this time, this 
issue needs additional study and conversation to ensure that we 
continue as a strong and viable youth movement. All agreed that 
the impact of any decision would not cause the issue to go away.

The area Key 3 in Areas 1, 2, 3, and 7 submitted resolutions for 
review by the appropriate committee. They are submitted as a 
part of this report.

The regional Key 3 commends the Central Region team—
especially the area Key 3’s—for their dedication and passion in 
representing their councils through this process.

noRtheast ReGion

1. Summary of Regional Impact
It is the sense of the Northeast Region that the effects of the 
membership standards impacts are as follows:

If the current policy is chanGeD, we believe that our region 
will see:

Membership
Some loss of youth and chartered organizations may occur. May 
need to find new chartered organizations for some units. Minimal 
short-term loss that will be recoverable. May lose some adult 
leaders even though chartered organizations may remain.

Finance
Small losses from individual, corporate, and direct-mail 
contributors. Short-term losses would be offset by a broader 
group of overall supporters. Many doors will open or reopen for 
our councils.
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Leadership
A change would allow us to attract leaders and leadership from 
the corporate arena. Minimal loss of leadership that will be both 
short-term and easily replaced.

chartered organizations
•	 5 percent likely to leave

•	 70 percent likely to stay

•	 25 percent neutral

2. Summary of Regional Impact
It is the sense of the Northeast Region that the effects of the 
membership standards impacts are as follows:

If the current policy is not chanGeD, we believe that our region 
will see:

Membership
Continued membership losses. Continued loss of school 
access. We are alienating the younger parents, and they are 
the lifeblood of the organization. Continued bad press would 
continue to provide both real and perceived barriers to joining.

Finance
FOS campaigns will continue to struggle as more and more 
families express their disagreement with our stance. United Way 
and foundation support will continue to decline, as will support 
from corporations and corporate leaders.

Product sales will continue to decrease as more units find 
it difficult or unfavorable to have their Scouts continue to be 
verbally abused by the general public while out selling.

Leadership
The pool of willing young adult leaders will continue to decline. 
Loss of board members as more and more feel pressure to step 
down or distance themselves from us.

chartered organizations
•	 5 percent likely to leave

•	 70 percent likely to stay

•	 25 percent neutral

3. Summary of Area Impact
While no one area was unanimous throughout their councils, 
all of the areas within the Northeast Region were generally in 
consensus. If the membership standards changed, councils 
would experience an initial small loss in membership that most 
feel would be temporary. Most councils feel that funding would 
increase overall as both individuals and businesses currently 
not supporting Scouting would now contribute. Any leadership 
changes due to a membership policy change would be minimal.

All of the areas reported that by not changing the current 
membership standards the BSA in the Northeast Region would 
continue, as one put it, the “death spiral” of continued declining 
membership, funding, and leadership at all levels.

4. Summary of Area Recommendations
All six areas in the Northeast Region recommend changing the 
current membership standard to one that does not discriminate 
against homosexual youth or adults. With some exceptions, 
notably including the National Capital Area and a number of other 
councils, most agree that changing to such a standard will have 
a positive impact on membership for both the short- and long-
term future. While a substantial majority of our councils predict 
growing membership after a change, many do believe that 
change will result in some loss of membership, at least initially 
and perhaps for the long term as well.

Most also feel that the policy should not be qualified or 
conditional in any way. Some areas recommend adding a strong 
behavioral standard for everyone and some recommend allowing 
chartered organizations to choose their own standard, provided 
the BSA is willing to defend any organization that is sued as 
a result of its decision. Some councils recommend changing 
the policy to one of nondiscrimination for youth members while 
allowing chartered organizations to select their leaders using the 
organizations’ own criteria.

Area leadership unanimously recommend changing the current 
policy immediately, sharing their concern that delay of any kind 
will simply exacerbate losses in membership, finances, leadership, 
and chartered organizations, despite strongly held differences of 
opinion expressed by more than a few councils. The longer it takes 
to make the change, in the opinion of a majority of councils, the 
greater the loss of Cub Scout members and Cub Scout parents 
likely to become future BSA leaders, and the greater the loss of 
financial and leadership support from charitable organizations and 
corporate contributors and sponsors.

5. Regional Recommendation
The Northeast Region recommends to the National Executive 
Board the following on behalf of its 65 councils:

The Northeast Region strongly recommends that the BSA’s 
Executive Board urge voting members to change our membership 
standards by excluding any reference to sexual preference as one 
of its criteria for membership or leadership in Scouting. Further, 
we recommend that the Board include behavioral standards that 
reinforce the BSA’s position that sexuality is not a part of Scouting 
and that any behavior inconsistent with the Scout Oath and Law, or 
disruptive to the programs of the BSA, will not be tolerated. These 
behavioral standards should make clear that those in violation 
would be subject to dismissal.
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Although all six areas have recommended essentially the 
same action, it is important to note that the National Capital 
Area Council and more than a few other councils prefer that 
no change take place at this time. Also, some councils have 
recommended slightly different solutions, including, among 
other things, creating different standards for youth and adults, or 
placing greater emphasis on behavioral standards, or changing 
the current policy so as to allow chartered organizations or 
councils to set their own standards.

The nearly unanimous opinion of regional leadership is that 
change is inevitable and that delaying change from our current 
policy will have a dramatic and continuing negative impact on 
membership, finances, leadership, and relationships with our 
chartered organizations and with the communities we serve. 
Access to potential members, long a problem in this region, and 
to parents of Scouts, community leaders, corporate leadership for 
our council, area, and regional boards, to the United Way, and to 
many other traditional financial supporters of Scouting is already 
problematic and will certainly worsen the longer it takes to adopt 
change.

Finally, although not a significant justification for change, the 
media will certainly continue its unrelenting crusade for this 
change. If we do believe that change is inevitable and we ignore 
such adverse public comment again, we do so at our own peril. 
The membership decline since delaying the decision this past 
fall seems adequate evidence of the impact the media is likely to 
have if the vote is for another delay or a decision not to change.

southeRn ReGion

1. Summary of Regional Impact
It is the sense of the Southern Region that the effects of the 
membership standards impacts are as follows:

If the current policy is chanGeD, we believe that our region 
will see:

Membership
Every area reports a substantial decline as a direct result of the 
change.

In aggregate, the Southern Region expects our membership 
loss could be as high as 186,000 youth, 23 percent of the total 
for the region membership. This decline would be in addition 
to the 5 percent to 10 percent decline we foresee as a result of 
the negative consequences of this process, regardless of which 
policy outcome is selected.

Finance
The Southern Region projects a loss of revenue of $17,777,000 if 
the policy changes.

As the number above indicates, most councils indicate an 
expectation of significant reduction in funding.

A notable exception, one major large (100 size) council sees a 
policy change as necessary in order to sustain anywhere close to 
their historic levels of financial support.

Many other councils agree that limited opportunities may be 
available with a policy change, but those opportunities pale by 
comparison with the large funding losses that are projected.

There are several councils that report donors who will no longer 
support Scouting if there is a policy change. One large council 
(100 size) indicates a loss of $25 million over the next 20 years. 
Another large council (100 size) indicates a loss of $6 million.

Leadership
A substantial exodus of leadership is expected in the Southern 
Region if the policy changes. Numbers reported show an 
expected loss of over 41,000 volunteer leaders.

chartered organizations
•	 4,445 likely to leave

•	 10,435 likely to stay

•	 2,496 neutral

2. Summary of Regional Impact
It is the sense of the Southern Region that the effects of the 
membership standards impacts are as follows:

If the current policy is not chanGeD, we believe that our region 
will see:

Membership
Overall the councils in the Southern Region would expect no 
substantial incremental change in membership as a direct 
consequence of no change in the current policy. We do expect 
a 5 percent to 10 percent membership decline for this year and 
possibly the next regardless of whether the policy is changed 
or not.

Finance
Overall, the councils in the Southern Region would expect no 
substantial change to a slight decrease (2 percent to 5 percent) 
in revenue generation. Four councils have indicated the 
likelihood of increased revenue.

Our funding base is still strong. Some councils actually anticipate 
renewed or increased support from their base and alumni.

Most councils agree that limited opportunities may be available 
with a policy change, but those opportunities will not make up for 
the large funding losses that are projected.
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The notable exception of one major large (100 size) council projects 
as much as $1.6 million in losses in the first year of no policy change.

Leadership
Overall, the councils in the Southern Region expect no substantive 
change in volunteer leadership.

chartered organizations
•	 617 likely to leave

•	 12,862 likely to stay

•	 958 neutral

3. Summary of Regional Impact
The discussion itself on membership standards has resulted in 
an adverse impact on our councils. Membership standards are 
largely a moral issue to many of the families in large areas of 
the Southern Region. There is strong feeling that there is very 
little advantage from a change in membership standards, but 
change would result in potential significant loss in all measurable 
areas of membership, finance, volunteer leaders, and chartered 
organizations.

There is also strong sentiment that chartered organizations 
should not be placed in the position of making membership 
decisions on this issue. The majority of chartered organizations 
in the Southern Region are religious organizations and generally 
opposed to this change.

A change in membership standards and resultant loss of financial 
support would lead to an increased workload on volunteers and 
professionals. This would have a negative effect on their ability 
to serve their councils. The end result would be questionable 
sustainability of many smaller Southern Region councils.

Interestingly, in some councils there appears to be a disconnect 
between the views of the boards and the volunteers in the 
field. In one council, for example, the board narrowly voted to 
support a change in the policy, and the unit-level volunteers in 
this council overwhelmingly rejected such a change. However, 
in several councils where the boards were strongly opposed to a 
change, council field surveys revealed a more tolerant approach 
to changing the policy, with 20 percent to as much as 40 percent 
of their respondents in favor of a change. We detect a difference 
of views on the membership standards between the fundraisers 
and the program people that may merit further consideration.

The following are excerpts from executive summaries created by 
several of our area Key 3, which further describes their findings:

•	 Without a strongly worded commitment and reaffirmation 
as to the current policy, we believe that the discussion and 
possibility of a change in policy has adversely impacted 
membership, finance, and volunteer leadership.

•	 This season of engagement on this topic has been a 
tremendous distraction from normal business of local 
Scouting: FOS, membership, Youth Protection training, and 
other priorities councils had identified as being crucial for 
their success and sustainability.

•	 It is apparent that Scouting will take a hit to membership, 
money, and momentum either way this goes.

•	 Council presidents are angry with how the national 
leadership has handled this issue and the process.

•	 Confidence in the national leadership is at an all-time low 
among council senior leadership.

•	 The consensus of many council presidents is that this 
process itself, not simply the membership issue, has 
probably harmed Scouting.

•	 There is tremendous resentment for the damage done by 
national to the brand and to public, community, and 
member relations.

•	 Some chartered organizations are disillusioned about their 
relationship with Scouting and their future roles and their 
requisite responsibilities.

•	 Council presidents report that this proposed change and this 
process have strained board member relationships with their 
councils and possibly their ongoing levels of commitment for 
service and advocacy.

•	 Common comment from councils is that this has been an 
eye-opener regarding dysfunctionality locally and beyond.

•	 An unanticipated consequence of this national dialogue 
has been discussion of many previously undiscussed nor 
identified core issues about how we operate, how we 
communicate, and how we are organized and governed 
at every level of the organization, from the chartered 
organization and unit committee all the way through to the 
National Executive Board and its Key 3.

•	 Some volunteers have expressed that this episode has 
lowered their passion and expectations, and consequently, 
we had better lower our expectations of them.

4. Summary of Regional Impact
Based on the impact statements from the councils and areas, an 
overwhelming majority of the Southern Region family of Scouting 
is not ready at this time for a change.

Our councils expressed that a strong majority of their chartered 
organizations oppose any effort to place the burden of choice on them.

We believe that this issue will not go away regardless of the 
outcome of the vote. The Scouting community must be better 
prepared to deal with this issue before any change occurs.
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The Southern Region has based our recommendation on an 
in-depth process and received input from every council in 
the region. We acknowledge and respect the diverse opinions 
expressed during this process, and they have all been 
considered. While the projected composite effect of a change in 
membership standards is most likely a worst-case scenario, even 
a portion of this effect would have severe consequences. The 
very existence of some councils would be jeopardized.

This process has exposed governance and organizational 
weaknesses that have shaken the confidence of many in 
the family of Scouting, and these must be addressed. BSA 
membership standards is a complex topic. The engagement 
in this topic has brought to the surface many strong feelings 
and emotions throughout the Southern Region. It has strained 
Southern Region councils and their public, community, and 
member relationships. It has been a distraction from the 
business of Scouting—character development and values-
based leadership training of America’s youth. The discussions 
surrounding membership standards have resulted in serious 
questioning of governance and channels of communication 
between the unit level and the national level. Many stakeholders 
feel resentment and lack of confidence in our national leaders; 
they believe the National Council did not consider their opinions. 
Many councils contend that they were placed in precarious 
positions when this controversy was first presented by the 
National Council and its officers. They do not believe that 
a reasonable examination, evaluation, and vetting process 
occurred before a possible change was presented. This leads 
many members of the Southern Region to the conclusion 
that the governance model of the Boy Scouts of America 
should be reviewed for the specific purpose of ensuring 
adequate representation for the stakeholders and responsible 
administration of critically important topics at all levels.

5. Regional Recommendation
The Southern Region recommends to the National Executive 
Board the following on behalf of its 90 councils:

Do not change the membership policy!

Note: This impact statement was carefully crafted, reviewed, vetted, 
and approved by the Southern Region Executive Committee.

westeRn ReGion

1. Summary of Regional Impact
It is the sense of the Western Region that the effects of the 
membership standards impacts are as follows:

If the current policy is chanGeD, we believe that our region 
will see:

Membership
A unilateral change in the policy without further definition and a 
stronger consensus would be detrimental to the Western Region 
membership if our largest chartered organization does not agree and 
endorse the new policy. If the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints no longer engages with the BSA, the Western Region could lose 
up to 54 percent of its current membership, which would represent 
100 percent of the current church membership.

An additional 10 percent to 15 percent of our non-LDS chartered 
organizations are in jeopardy of leaving the BSA if they also do 
not agree with a new BSA policy.

Finance
Losses in financial support would be significant enough to have 
a major impact on the ability of our councils to meet the needs 
of the communities they serve.

We could see an increase from United Way, corporate donors, 
foundations, and more liberal families.

Leadership
In addition to the loss of unit volunteers due to the 
disassociation of major chartered organizations, which could 
be significant, we anticipate 10 percent to 15 percent volunteer 
leader losses (committee members, board members, etc.).

We believe that the unit-level volunteers would mirror the 
projected losses in membership, which would be very significant.

chartered organizations
•	 Area 1:

—15 percent likely to leave

—70 percent likely to stay

—15 percent neutral

•	 Area 2:

—97 percent likely to leave

—2 percent likely to stay

—1 percent neutral

•	 Area 3:

—6 percent likely to leave

—68 percent likely to stay

—26 percent neutral

•	 Area 4:

—20 percent likely to leave

—75 percent likely to stay

—5 percent neutral
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•	 Area 5:

—50 percent likely to leave

—40 percent likely to stay

—10 percent neutral

•	 Area 6 did not answer.

2. Summary of Regional Impact
It is the sense of the Western Region that the effects of the 
membership standards impacts are as follows:

If the current policy is not chanGeD, we believe that our region 
will see:

Membership
While the actual result may vary from council to council, we 
expect minimal losses to current membership totals in rural 
communities and greater impact in our metro communities. We 
will need to continue to educate the younger generation on the 
values of the BSA.

We do not believe that absolutely NO CHANGE is sustainable in 
the long term for the BSA.

Finance
We will lose or already have lost some financial supporters because 
of the discussion on this topic in the media. We will continue to have 
difficulty in raising dollars from certain constituencies.

Leadership
With the assumption that our major chartered organizations 
remain with the BSA, we will see a 5 percent to 10 percent 
change to our current leadership.

We do not believe that absolutely NO CHANGE is sustainable in 
the long term for the BSA.

chartered organizations
•	 Area 1:

—5 percent likely to leave

—35 percent likely to stay

—60 percent neutral

•	 Area 2:

—2 percent likely to leave

—98 percent likely to stay

•	 Area 3:

—6 percent likely to leave

—68 percent likely to stay

—26 percent neutral

•	 Area 4:

—5 percent likely to leave

—90 percent likely to stay

—5 percent neutral

•	 Area 5:

—5 percent likely to leave

—95 percent likely to stay

•	 Area 6 did not answer.

3. Summary of Area Impact

area 1
If the policy is CHANGED, we believe that our area will see at 
least short-term negative impact in membership, a negative 
impact on council finances, and a neutral impact on leadership. 
We see most chartered organizations as likely to stay, 10 percent 
to 15 percent as likely to leave, and the rest as neutral.

If the policy is NOT CHANGED, we believe that our area will see a 
slight downturn or flat rate of growth in membership, a downturn 
or flat rate of growth in council finances, and neutral impact on 
leadership. We see most chartered organizations as likely to stay, 
a few likely to leave, and the vast majority as neutral.

area 2
If the policy is CHANGED, we believe that Area 2 will see a 
significant loss of over 95 percent of our units and membership 
and a major loss in council finances, and a significant loss on 
leadership. We see 2 percent of chartered organizations as likely 
to stay, 97 percent as likely to leave, and 1 percent as neutral. 
If the policy is NOT CHANGED, we believe that Area 2 will see a 
slight decline in membership, a $100,000 to $200,000 loss in 
council finances, and a minimal impact on leadership. We see 97 
percent of chartered organizations as likely to stay, 2 percent as 
likely to leave, and 1 percent as neutral.

area 3
If the policy is CHANGED, we believe that our area will see a 
3 percent gain in membership, a 10 percent gain in council 
finances, and 3 percent gain impact on leadership. We see 1,050 
chartered organizations as likely to stay, 50 as likely to leave, 
and 275 as neutral. If the policy is NOT CHANGED, we believe 
that our area will see a 7 percent loss in membership, a 20 
percent loss in council finances, and 7 percent loss impact on 
leadership. We see 1,025 chartered organizations as likely to 
stay, 60 as likely to leave, and 275 as neutral.
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area 4
Really comes down to the cultural issues of the various councils, 
and we are very diverse in the opinions expressed and the 
decisions of our faith-based organizations. This is really a huge 
question mark. We go from very liberal to ultraconservative. Our 
urban/metro councils will mostly benefit from a change in the 
policy. The smaller or more rural or conservative communities 
will be impacted with huge losses in membership and financial 
support. We have four councils that have expressed strongly 
in favor of a change (Los Angeles, West Los Angeles, Glendale, 
and Long Beach); we have four councils that have expressed 
feelings for NO CHANGE or stay the course with the current policy 
(Redlands, Bakersfield, San Gabriel, and Camarillo); Orange 
County focused on the need to make a decision regardless of the 
policy change; and Santa Barbara did not express an opinion.

area 5
If the policy is CHANGED, we believe our area will see a 45 
percent loss in membership, a 40 percent loss in council 
finances, and 37 percent loss impact on leadership. We see up 
to seven chartered organizations as likely to stay, up to 50 as 
likely to leave, and 10 percent as neutral.

If the policy is NOT CHANGED, we believe that our area will 
see an up to 5 percent loss in membership, a 5 percent loss in 
council finances, and 5 percent loss impact on leadership. We 
see 95 percent of chartered organizations as likely to stay, 5 
percent as likely to leave, and zero as neutral.

area 6
If the policy is CHANGED, we believe that our area will see a 
70 percent loss in membership, a 70 percent loss in council 
finances, and 40 percent loss impact on leadership.

4. Summary of Area Recommendations

area 1
BSA members, volunteers, chartered organizations, and 
financial contributors are in disagreement over the current 
exclusionary homosexuality policy. The majority of BSA chartered 
organizations are churches, which are also divided as to the 
morality of homosexual orientation and behavior. Current BSA 
policy regarding homosexuality was premised on a societal and 
religious consensus regarding immorality of homosexuality that 
no longer exists. Therefore, the homosexuality policy should 
change to reflect this lack of consensus and let the BSA be done 
with this issue and end the distraction and damage being done 
by ongoing controversy.

The BSA should continue its aspiration to be a nonsectarian 
religious youth organization open to, and inclusive of, all 
churches as chartered organizations, even though churches 

disagree on questions of morality. The BSA is not a Bible-based 
Christian organization, having always included other religions 
such as Islam, Buddhism, Judaism, Hinduism, etc. The USA 
is more religiously pluralistic than ever before, so it is more 
important than ever that the BSA be consistently nonsectarian 
in its policies. The homosexuality policy has become a source of 
sectarian disagreement and therefore should be changed to a 
nonsectarian policy position.

The BSA should protect and support religious freedom of churches 
to uphold their own values in sponsored BSA units to avoid 
termination of BSA relationships with churches sponsoring the 
majority of BSA units. Therefore, the BSA should not dictate moral 
values over which churches disagree. The BSA should support and 
assist chartered organizations in protecting their freedom to make 
their Scouting units consistent with their religious values. Because 
we now live in a more pluralistic and polarized American society, 
it is more important than ever before for the BSA and its members 
to respect sincerely held religious beliefs and values, even as to 
which members personally disagree.

If the BSA is to regain its position as an American movement 
embracing all religious Americans, then it must grant all of them 
membership regardless of their conflicting creeds and values, 
including those regarding homosexuality. The BSA should 
respect American pluralism and religious freedom by allowing 
and supporting unit chartered organizations in determining 
whether homosexuality is a relevant criterion regarding 
qualification for membership in, or leadership of, their BSA units.

BSA members are exposed to gay peers and adults in schools, 
sports leagues, and other community activities and organizations. 
To expect that the BSA can and should keep members from 
ever associating with homosexuals is unrealistic and practically 
impossible today. BSA youth sex abuse protection should not 
equate a homosexual and a pedophile. Isolation and segregation 
of homosexuals from BSA members is broadly recognized 
internally and externally as a failed policy that needs revision. 
Scouting should not tolerate any sexual misbehavior, including 
bullying, ostracism, harassment, abuse, or intimidation. Sexual 
education, however, should be reserved for parents and church 
leaders due to the diversity of moral values inherently involved.

Now, therefore, be it resolved that the BSA will respect 
and support the established moral values of its chartered 
organizations, including those with respect to sexuality as a 
criterion for youth membership in, and adult leadership of, their 
chartered BSA units. The chartered organization should define 
the meaning of “morally straight” for its units and members. 
The BSA will accept volunteer leaders unaffiliated with any unit 
regardless of their sexual orientation if otherwise qualified to 
serve in district, council, and other levels of Scouting leadership.
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area 2
A unanimous, very strong, and united voice for “NO CHANGE” in 
the current membership policy. Area 2 of the Western Region 
recommends the following on behalf of its six councils, over 
225,000 youth members, and over 100,000 adult leaders in over 
18,000 Scouting units: that there be NO CHANGE in the current 
BSA membership policy.

area 3
Recommendation would be to have the BSA membership 
standard changed to allow for chartered organization option 
to the extent that it is legally defensible. We believe the local 
option is imperative to retain the current relationship with the 
LDS Church. This recommendation would include the removal 
of the sexual orientation language currently contained in our 
membership policy. Please see the cover letter for additional 
information about the area, information about some entries, and 
the methodology used at arriving at the percentages gained and 
lost in the Area Summary section.

area 4
Clearly divided on this issue but probably leaning slightly toward 
a change in the policy, but certainly not a huge majority decision. 
Area 4 of the Western Region recommends that the policy be 
changed, but note that 40 percent of our councils are either 
adamantly opposed or of an opinion to stay the course and will be 
impacted significantly in a negative manner by the change. Fifty 
percent of our councils have expressed a need for the change, 
with one of the five having expressed a moderate opinion for a 
change and one council that has withheld its opinion.

area 5
Recommends NO change to the current policy. We want to 
continue the relationships with religious organizations and do 
everything in our power to continue those relationships with 
our religious organizations, including our largest chartered 
organization, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints 
(LDS), which also has our longest tenure at 100 years. As the 
LDS and other major chartered organizations go, so goes the 
viability of Area 5. We serve these large customers, who would 
probably prefer the policy to remain the same. Area 5 stands 
on a precipice or brink of losing our longest standing chartered 
organizations if we change the current policy. If we lose the LDS 
and other major churches, this may not be a viable model in 
area or council operations. We may be looking at the Colorado 
Area Council, which may have to become a combined merger 
of five councils, merged into one council. The state of Colorado 
has a large geography and change in identity, ownership, and 
autonomy. It could be a setback that we may never bounce back 
from as our potential changed values conflict with a majority 

of residents there. We would have to radically refocus the 
organization. The distances are too great and you lose touch 
with the communities. If we lost one-third to one-half or more 
of our membership, we would be forced to merge councils and 
merge the area, most likely. It is clear that a change in policy 
will have a significant reduction in force of professional staff, 
as we would not be able to pay for them. “The number of BSA 
employees expands and contracts relative to the size of the 
BSA membership.” Furthermore, “the size of the national staff 
expands and contracts relative to our membership.”

 —Wayne Brock, May 2011

*On No. 7, we estimate a significant loss “estimate” of 40 
percent to 50 percent loss in membership.

*On No. 6, we ranked No. 2 as Other, defined as “going 
back to the same stand as BSA took in the Dale case. That 
homosexuality is immoral and unclean, and BSA is not a public 
accommodation.”

area 6
Because of loss of membership, the majority of our councils 
have identified more negative impacts than positive. Several 
councils, in phone conversations, indicated they did not make 
a recommendation because of lack of data and insufficient 
information from chartered organizations, and because of 
board and unit repercussions as well as damaged chartered 
organization relationships. Much of our impact is totally 
dependent upon presumptions of whether major faith-based 
chartered organizations will elect to drop charters.

5. Regional Recommendation
The Western Region recommends to the National Executive 
Board the following on behalf of its 57 councils.

Background
In attempting to understand the impact that the current debate 
about the membership standards of the Boy Scouts of America 
has, we have observed the following impediments to any 
complete and unbiased review:

•	 There is almost a universal lack of understanding regarding 
the current membership policy regarding membership for 
those with same-sex attraction. Because of this, they do not 
understand that the choice is not whether we should admit 
homosexuals but rather whether or not they can be “open.”

•	 This issue is of vital national interest and will continue into 
the future. If there is no change, short-term losses will be 
minimal, but long-term losses to the BSA would be dramatic. 
On the other hand, a change could result in a short-term loss 
of 40 percent to 56 percent of our membership if we lose the 
support of our major chartered organization.
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•	 There was not sufficient information provided about the 
position of our major religious chartered organization 
positions or about VOS results. This lack of information 
caused 19 percent of our councils to say they could not 
make any recommendation.

•	 There is a lack of clarity about the impact of a change in the 
membership policy toward homosexuals and the possibility 
of what the BSA intends to do in the future if challenges are 
made to change other current policies. The most often cited 
concern is that if the BSA changes its policies regarding 
homosexuals, the next fight will be over our position on 
“duty to God.”

•	 There is no actual resolution upon which a discussion 
may be had. If the actual resolution gives each chartered 
organization the right to choose, there is a significant 
concern as to whether this approach is constitutionally 
defensible and/or insurable. This may be the major 
reason that so many of our councils could not make a 
recommendation.

Results
•	 Twenty-nine (51 percent) of our 57 councils recommend 

no change.

•	 Seventeen (30 percent) of our councils recommended 
change. Most of these assumed a change that permitted 
local units to decide.

•	 Eleven (19 percent) of our councils made no recommendation. 
These units are excluded from the discussion.

Recommendation
1. The recommendation of 51 percent of the Western Region 

councils is that there be no change at this time.

2. The resolution(s) to the National Council should reflect 
the following:

•	 Takes note of the almost divided opinion of its membership 
on the issue of admitting open homosexuals as members.

•	 That expresses a need to determine the core values of 
the BSA.

•	 That recommends its volunteer officers engage in 
discussions with significant chartered organizations 
(customers) and local councils in an effort to determine their 
needs with regard to this issue and to further determine 
their needs.

•	 Any change in policy should be acceptable to a clear 
majority of the National Council.
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national council study 
Group summary

intRoDuction
In March and April 2013, the Executive Committee of the Boy 
Scouts of America commissioned a survey of the members of 
its National Executive Board and Advisory Council on attitudes 
toward prohibiting or opening membership to homosexuals. 
Of the current 74 adult members of the Board, 73 were sent 
invitations to participate in the survey, and 49 responded (65 
percent). Of the 76 members of the Advisory Council, 70 were 
sent invitations to participate in the survey, and 44 responded 
(58 percent), with four declining to respond. (There were no 
email addresses for the seven people who were not invited.) 
A total of 93 individuals participated in the survey. This report 
of findings is divided into three parts: an executive summary, 
findings of the views of the Executive Board, and findings of the 
views of the Advisory Council.

executiVe suMMaRY
There is no clear, shared view of this issue among the various 
members of the Board and Advisory Council. The entities and 
the members are split on the issue. Depending on the survey’s 
question or scenario, most individuals do not have a single point 

of view. Following from the results of this survey, a vote of the 
Board could have gone (or could go) either way, depending on 
attendance and the wording of a resolution.

Slightly more members of the Board and Advisory Council 
initially supported the current prohibition, but Board members 
reversed themselves to slightly opposing the current rules after 
responding to the scenarios.

The most cited concern among Board members is the potential 
loss of membership—both if the policy remains unchanged 
and if the policy is changed! The most cited concern among 
Advisory Council members is the possibility of becoming 
socially irrelevant in a changing society if the policy is not 
changed. Those who favor the current policy mentioned potential 
problems that could arise from inconsistent membership policies 
if the choice is left to the chartered organizations. Both groups 
also voiced a desire to serve the largest number of youth.

When asked about specific scenarios, 80 percent of the Board 
respondents and 80 percent of the Advisory Council respondents 
say there are some situations where it is acceptable to allow 
openly gay youth and adults to participate in Scouting. On the 
other hand, 90 percent of the Board and 84 percent of the 
Advisory Council say there are some situations where it 
is unacceptable.
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A substantial majority of the Board does not consider the current 
policy to be core to Scouting’s values, while a small majority of 
the Advisory Council does. A large majority of the respondents 
believe they can find a way to continue in Scouting whether or 
not the BSA’s decision agrees with their own views.

executiVe BoaRD

Respondent Demographics
Sixty-six percent response (49 out of 74 adult members):

•	 Nine, Northeast Region

•	 Twelve, Southern Region

•	 Nine, Central Region

•	 Seventeen, Western Region

•	 Two did not state their region.

Summary of Results
A majority (61 percent) says the current policy is not a core value 
of Scouting found in the Scout Oath and Law. Initially, slightly 
more said they supported the current policy than opposed it 
(45 percent vs. 43 percent). The Board reversed its position (49 
percent opposing vs. 45 percent supporting) after considering 
the scenarios. A majority (53 percent) say they believe they 
can find a way to continue in Scouting if the BSA’s decision 
disagrees with their view. Only 12 percent of Board members 
(equally split between those who oppose and support current 
rules) say they do not believe they could continue.

Youth Members
A large majority (65 percent) says it is unacceptable to deny 
an Eagle Scout Award to a young man who has fulfilled the 
requirements if he revealed that he is gay at his board of review. 
Yet, 59 percent of respondents say it is acceptable to deny 
membership to an openly gay boy who wants to join a troop. 
Fifty-three percent say it is acceptable for an openly gay boy to 
tent with a heterosexual boy on an overnight camping trip.

Adult Members
Most (73 percent) say it is acceptable for a gay male troop leader, 
along with another adult leader, to take a group of boys on a 
camping trip following the Youth Protection guidelines of two-deep 
leadership. An equal number (47 percent) oppose and support 
allowing the chartered organizations to follow their beliefs when 
selecting members and leaders. Yet, most (55 percent) say it 
is acceptable for the openly gay youth minister of a chartered 
organization that does not believe homosexuality is wrong to 
serve as Scoutmaster. A plurality says it is acceptable to allow a 
lesbian mother of a Tiger Cub to serve as den leader (41 percent 
acceptable, 37 percent unacceptable, 22 percent neutral). 

Comments
The most-cited concern, both from those who are for changing 
and from those who are for keeping the current policy, is a 
loss of membership. If the BSA maintains the current policy, 
36 percent of respondents worry about losing members and 
funding. If the BSA changes policy, 31 percent worry about 
losing members and chartered organizations. Some also stated 
a concern for serving the largest possible number of youth if the 
policy remains (12 percent) and the potential for inconsistency 
between units if the policy changes (12 percent).

aDVisoRY counciL

Respondent Demographics
Fifty-eight percent response (44 out of 76):

•	 Ten, Northeast Region

•	 Fourteen, Southern Region

•	 Eleven, Central Region

•	 Nine, Western Region

Summary of Results
A majority (55 percent) believes the current policy is a core value 
of Scouting found in the Scout Oath and Law. More Advisory 
Council members support the current prohibition (50 percent) 
than oppose it (43 percent). A majority (66 percent) say they 
believe they can find a way to continue in Scouting if the BSA 
makes a decision that disagrees with their view, while only 14 
percent say they do not believe they can (the majority of whom 
are supporters of the current policy).

Youth Members
A majority (59 percent) says it is unacceptable to deny an Eagle 
Scout Award to a young man who has fulfilled the requirements 
if he revealed he was gay at his board of review. On the other 
hand, 55 percent say it is acceptable to deny membership to an 
openly gay boy who wants to join a troop. A plurality considers 
it acceptable for an openly gay boy to tent with a heterosexual 
boy on an overnight camping trip (50 percent acceptable, 
43 percent unacceptable). After stating their beliefs on these 
specific scenarios, one person who was neutral to the policy said 
he/she is now opposed to the policy (45 percent vs. 43 percent 
before the scenario questions), but three more people changed 
to supporting the policy (55 percent vs. 50 percent before the 
scenario questions).
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Adult Members
Most (73 percent) say it is acceptable for a gay male troop 
leader, along with another adult leader, to take a group of boys 
on a camping trip following the Youth Protection guidelines of 
two-deep leadership. A slight majority (52 percent) says it is 
acceptable to allow a lesbian mother of a Tiger Cub to serve 
as den leader. When asked whether it is acceptable for the 
openly gay youth minister of a chartered organization that does 
not believe homosexuality is wrong to serve as Scoutmaster, 
48 percent say it is acceptable, while 45 percent say it is 
unacceptable. An equal number (48 percent) oppose and support 
allowing chartered organizations to follow their beliefs when 
selecting members and leaders.

Comments
Advisory Council members emphasized the practical 
consequences of the policy. The most-cited concern was that 
the current policy will make the BSA socially irrelevant and 
that the BSA needs to adapt to a changing society (28 percent). 
Some respondents mentioned an imperative to serve the largest 
possible number of youth and said they are worried that the 
current policy alienates people in metropolitan areas, where 
the demographic groups most in need of BSA programs reside 
(14 percent). When considering changing policy, 16 percent of 
respondents cited the need to maintain a unified national policy, 
stating local units would be legally and financially unprepared 
to defend their decisions. Only a few worried about losing faith-
based chartered organizations.
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chartered organization study 
Group summary

intRoDuction
The Boy Scouts of America delivers its programs through 
chartered organizations, and the majority of our chartered 
organizations are members of a governing organization. These 
organizations are broadly categorized as religious, community, 
and educational.

Each of these categories of chartered organization has a 
BSA task force that manages the relationship between the 
chartered organization’s governing organization and the Boy 
Scouts of America. Many of these governing organizations have 
representative membership on their associated task force, and 
these task forces report to the Community Alliances Committee, 
which in turn reports to the Membership Impact Committee.

The Membership Standards Study Initiative’s goal is to engage our 
chartered organizations by seeking their input on our membership 
standards, and how a possible change in those standards might 
affect our relationship with our chartered organizations, both from 
a membership and a financial standpoint.

Representatives of the religious, community, and educational 
relationship task forces have been charged with polling our 
chartered organization governing bodies with the goal of 

quantifying the effect of a membership standards change on 
the Boy Scouts of America. The task forces have identified 
volunteers who, in concert with assigned BSA professionals, 
have contacted many of the responsible individuals from the 103 
governing organizations on the chartered organization summary 
report. The 40 volunteer and professional Scouters on these 
teams worked under the guidelines of:

•	 Ensuring the individual interviewed was empowered to 
speak for the governing organization

•	 Listening objectively and not offering opinions

•	 Fully understanding the position of the governing 
organization

•	 Determining the impact, both in membership and financial 
support, regardless of the outcome of the proposed change 
in membership standards

It should also be noted that all team members were fully 
briefed on how the BSA came to this point on the membership 
standards issue. The guiding principle used in our interview 
process was “how we can best serve our members and 
chartered organizations,” whatever the outcome of the possible 
membership standards change. During the interview process, 
our teams also asked whether the governing organization has a 
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written membership policy, and if a written policy exists and it 
was provided to us, it is attached. If the governing organization 
takes a position on a change in our membership standards, we 
have noted whether or not that position is binding on our local 
chartered organizations, or if our local chartered organizations 
are free to make a determination on their own.

This report is a summary of our findings through April 4, 2013. 
In addition to the information outlined above, we have included 
comments from some of the organizations that do not reflect 
in the reported metrics, but are important in understanding the 
position of that particular governing organization.

suMMaRY oF FinDinGs
(Note: Membership data used in these observations is from 2012 
year-end BSA totals.)

The largest category of our chartered organizations is faith-
based, representing 62.1 percent of our membership as of 
the Dec. 31, 2012, report attached. This represents 1,653,032 
members. Attached is our religious relationships study team 
summary report.

We contacted 64 religious chartered organizations and 
interviewed 54 chartered organizations. Those 54 chartered 
organizations have 36,851 units and 1,166,254 youth, which 
represent 48 percent and 71 percent of the BSA’s religious 
chartered organizations’ total units and youth. The membership 
data above does not reflect The Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-day Saints numbers, as we did not contact them. That 
contact was made by the national Key 3. When The Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints numbers are added to those 
above, the results are total units of 74,707, or 98 percent of the 
religious chartered organization total units, and total youth of 
1,596,811, or 96 percent of total religious chartered organization 
youth and 60 percent of the BSA’s total youth.

It is important to note that within some of the faith-based 
organizations we charter, the question of homosexual 
involvement in leadership within their own organizations is 
still undecided, so our seeking a clear position from these 
organizations was varied and difficult. Some of our governing 
organizations have deferred their comments until after the BSA 
vote takes place, and still others have indicated they will not 
offer a position. Where indicated, the comment line in our report 
shows the specific difficulty some of our governing organizations 
had in quantifying the impact of our membership decision.

Our estimate, based on estimates the chartered organizations 
gave us (see Chartered Organization Summary and Chartered 
Organizations Study Group Summary Matrix Final Report 
spreadsheets), is that if the membership policy is changed as 

discussed in February and includes both youth and adults, the 
BSA could incur membership losses in a range from 100,000 
to 350,000. Those predicting losses are Methodists (109,000), 
Catholics (68,000), Presbyterians (60,000), Lutherans (33,000), 
and Baptists (65,000), along with the Salvation Army, Church of 
Nazarene, Bible churches, some homeschooled youth, numerous 
evangelical churches, and possibly some additional unaffiliated 
units/chartered organizations.

We do not know the status of The Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-day Saints. Thus, no estimate either way is available.

It is believed any gain in membership because of a change 
to the membership policy would be minimal (see Chartered 
Organization Summary and Matrix spreadsheets) and would 
have a range of 10,000 to 20,000 youth.

Representing almost 26 percent of our membership, community 
organizations represent 681,073 members, according to the 
Dec. 31, 2012, report.

Please note that, in some cases, BSA relationships with our 
community governing organizations are maintained through 
affiliated groups of interested individuals who, as members 
of the governing organizations and the BSA, manage 
the relationship between the two entities. Estimates of a 
membership standards change by those groups represent the 
estimate of the individuals involved rather than the governing 
organization itself.

Our unaffiliated educational governing organizations represent 
12.2 percent of our membership, or 323,932, as of the Dec. 31, 
2012, report.

It is also important to note that unaffiliated chartered organizations, 
representing over 27 percent of our membership and over 
721,000 youth, are not included in the findings of this report. 
Those chartered organizations have been contacted through 
a parallel study led by Central Region Director Al Lambert and 
carried out by our Scout executives or their designees.

GeneRaL notes on ouR FinDinGs
There were some recurring issues our teams discovered while 
completing their interviews:

•	 We were unable to effectively survey a number of our 
governing organizations in all categories, particularly the 
smaller organizations. This was caused by not being able 
to identify a responsible individual who could speak for the 
governing organization, no response from the organization 
after repeated calls, or a variety of other circumstances.

•	 The actual impact data is subject to wide interpretation, 
as much of the data represents estimates (some quite 
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dramatic, e.g., the General Conference of United Methodist 
Men estimates a 30 percent loss) that may or may not 
actually occur.

•	 Some of those surveyed could not or would not provide an 
impact estimate.

•	 Very few governing organizations had either position papers 
or a formally written membership policy.

•	 Liability issues were a concern of many governing 
organizations.

•	 Some governing organizations were reluctant to share their 
position formally as they feared media coverage of that 
position linked to the coverage of the BSA.

•	 The issue of adult versus youth membership standards 
is an important differentiation. This arises as chartered 
organizations stated that their concern is with homosexual 
adult leaders and not with the youth. This would seem to 
be the philosophy of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
day Saints, Catholics, Methodists, Salvation Army, Baha’i, 
Moravian Church, and Armenian Church, and it might—just 
might—be an acceptable alternative to the Southern 
Baptist and other Baptist groups. As we tried to correlate 
our interview results with the online survey results, we 
believe it is this issue that explains why the online result 
has 37.5 percent of the respondents saying a change may 
negatively impact their relationship—that is they do not 
want a change for adults but do want a change for youth. We 
were able to validate this reasoning by talking with several of 
the respondents.

•	 It is not a given that all local churches, chapters, units, and 
clubs will follow the policies or guidance of their national 
headquarters. They might be expected to be more likely to 
reflect the views of their geographic location.

We must also consider the other parts of our constituency—
the unaffiliated organizations mentioned above and the direct 
Voice of the Scout survey of our membership. Do these studies 
correlate with our findings?

The value of our work with our governing organizations 
was not just in gleaning the data a possible change in 
membership standards would have; this process strengthened 
the relationships we have with our chartered organizations. 
It allowed our organizations an opportunity to express their 
opinions and have some feeling of ownership in our reported 
findings. We have reinforced the feelings of “partnership” and 
learned that often the governing organizations have no real 
power to dictate what their local affiliates do.

Local relationships drive the success or failure of the Scouting 
program, and we all must do a better job of engaging our 
chartered organizations moving forward, whatever the outcome 
of our membership standards vote.
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Legal study Group summary

The Legal Study Group was charged with gathering opinions on 
the possible litigation and other legal implications of a change 
in the membership standards from the legal community and 
providing an analysis on the related legal issues.

Legal advice and analysis on the possible legal implications and 
potential effects of a change in the BSA’s membership policy 
were considered.

It was clarified that there will be no change in the BSA’s defense 
and indemnification of claims arising out of any claim related 
to a denial of membership or participation in Scouting activities 
because of a failure to meet the BSA’s membership standards.
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Finance and Fundraising study 
Group summary

Demographics: councils, local council major donors, current 
national corporate sponsors/partners, Scouting alumni, leading 
corporate and Fortune 500 donors, United Way, America’s 
Charities, and online donors

Detailed below are findings from the various constituencies 
that fund or have the potential to fund local and National 
Council initiatives.

counciLs anD LocaL counciL 
MajoR DonoRs
Interviews were conducted with 219 Scout executives focused 
on actual gifts received and declined based on July’s BSA 
reaffirmation of our membership policy as well as the February 
media coverage of the potential BSA membership policy change. 
The respondents were also asked to report the percentage for 
and against the BSA membership policy change amongst their 
major donors.

Main concerns expressed if the membership policy remains 
the same:

•	 Losing additional corporate and United Way support

Main concerns expressed if the membership policy is changed:

•	 Many significant donors support the current policy. 

•	 Concerns surround current support of Family FOS 
campaigns being reduced if the membership policy 
is changed. 

Specific Findings
•	 On average, councils received $58,547 in new gifts related 

to the reaffirmation.

•	 On average, councils lost $38,655 in established gifts 
related to the reaffirmation.

•	 On average, councils lost $21,701 in gifts connected to a 
possible policy change.

•	 On average, councils indicate 33 percent of their major 
donors (as defined by the Scout executive) support a 
policy change.

•	 On average, councils indicate 51 percent of major donors 
(as defined by the Scout executive) do not support a 
policy change.
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cuRRent coRPoRate 
sPonsoRs/PaRtneRs
Interviews were conducted with senior leadership of current 
national corporate sponsors/partners to discuss the BSA 
membership policy. Feedback is provided below.

Main concerns expressed if the membership policy remains 
the same:

•	 Increasing pressure from employee groups who do not want 
their company/organization associated with Scouting and 
the current membership policy

•	 There are several nonprofit groups around the country with 
strong programming toward youth that are not viewed 
as controversial. Why should their company/organization 
continue to support Scouting?

Main concerns expressed if the membership policy 
is changed:

•	 Concerns surround current and consistent media and 
public scrutiny.

aMeRica’s chaRities
While senior leadership has concerns regarding the current BSA 
membership policy they will continue to retain the BSA as a 
member agency. America’s Charities sees the value in retaining 
the BSA as a member agency based on our commitment to youth 
leadership as well as their fundraising efforts. America’s Charities 
remains unbiased toward other member agencies, including 
Planned Parenthood, Catholic Charities, and LGBT organizations. 

uniteD waY suPPoRt
United Way support, while declining, accounted for millions in 
revenue to local councils in 2012. The local United Way decision-
making structure makes it hard to determine how future support 
will or will not be impacted by our policies on homosexuality 
being reaffirmed or changed, but increased attention has seen 
several local United Ways discontinue support, a trend we expect 
to continue if our membership policy remains the same.

FoRtune 500 
sPonsoRshiP suPPoRt
Fortune magazine’s 500 largest publicly traded companies, 
which collectively employ nearly 25 million people, have made 
significant commitments in protections and benefits for their 

LGBT employees. In addition, many of these companies have 
aligned their marketing, sponsorship, and philanthropy support 
(both financial and in-kind) with their commitment to diversity 
and inclusion in the workplace. The more successful the 
company (and the higher the rank on the Fortune list), the more 
likely the company is to have these policies in place.

Fortune 500
•	 The majority (87 percent) prohibit discrimination on the 

basis of sexual orientation.

•	 The majority (58 percent) provide domestic partner health 
insurance benefits to their employees.

Fortune 10
The higher a company ranks on Fortune magazine’s list of the 
most successful businesses, the more likely it is to provide 
comprehensive protections and benefits to LGBT employees. 
Among Fortune magazine’s 10 largest publicly traded companies:

•	 Nine prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation.

•	 Six prohibit discrimination based on gender identity.

•	 Eight provide partner health benefits.

The top two employers, ExxonMobil Corp. and Wal-Mart Stores 
Inc., have traded the No. 1 spot on the Fortune list over the last 
several years, each with revenues in excess of $400 billion, 
but neither company provides domestic partner benefits or 
comprehensive nondiscrimination policies.

A majority of the Fortune 500 companies support a change in 
our policy:

•	 Eighty-two of the Fortune 100 companies support a change 
in our policy.

•	 Sixty-three of the Fortune 100 companies would entertain 
support if the policy changes.

scoutinG aLuMni
An online survey was disseminated to alumni, including the 
National Eagle Scout Association and the Scouting Alumni 
Association, as well as other alumni that have identified 
themselves through various programs throughout the years. Of 
the more than 368,000 asked to answer the survey, close to 
50,000 responded.

Main concerns expressed if the membership policy remains 
the same:

•	 Being externally viewed in a negative or bigoted fashion

•	 Turning our back on gay youth

•	 Loss of financial support and sponsors
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Main concerns expressed if the membership policy is changed:

•	 Changing our identity

•	 Downgrading or abandoning our ideals

•	 Respondents believe that the BSA membership policy 
change will not impact our programs.

Specific Findings
•	 Support of current policy:

—47.6 percent strongly support.

—6.7 percent somewhat support.

—32 percent strongly oppose.

—9.4 percent somewhat oppose.

•	 Upon reviewing the scenarios given, opinions were similarly 
split as above except with regard to the Eagle Scout scenario:

—57 percent totally unacceptable

—9.1 percent somewhat unacceptable

—22.5 percent totally acceptable

—5.5 percent somewhat acceptable

•	 Is the prohibition of homosexual youth and adult members a 
core value of Scouting?

—50.3 percent yes

—49.7 percent no

•	 Chartered organizations establishing their individual 
membership policy:

—52.1 percent strongly oppose.

—13.4 percent somewhat oppose.

—11.1 percent strongly support.

—14.8 percent somewhat support.

•	 Respondent identification:

—93.3 percent Scout as a youth

—33.2 percent financial contributor

—48.3 percent former volunteer

—22.1 percent former parent

—17.8 percent current volunteer

—12.3 percent current parent

—9.3 percent current district or council volunteer

•	 Of the above currently active respondents in the BSA, when 
asked if a decision is made on the membership policy that 
disagrees with your personal views, would you continue to 
participate and/or support Scouting?

—30.47 percent will continue.

—38.61 percent will not continue.

—30.92 percent undecided

•	 What will you do if in May a decision on the membership 
policy is made that disagrees with your own view?

—30.47 percent will continue.

—38.61 percent will not continue.

—30.92 percent undecided

•	 Active alumni who support the current policy—What if the 
policy changes?

—18.49 percent will continue.

—51.49 percent will not continue.

•	 Active alumni who do not support the current policy—What 
if the policy remains?

—47.17 percent will continue.

—19.6 percent will not continue.

onLine DonoRs
An online survey was disseminated to individuals who have 
made contributions online to the National and local councils. Of 
the more than 12,000 asked to answer the survey, we had more 
than 2,600 respondents. Our average online gift is $155.

Main concerns expressed if the membership policy remains 
the same:

•	 Will limit the pool of potential members to only certain faiths

•	 Will teach by example discrimination and bigotry to our 
youth members

•	 Loss of financial support and sponsors

Main concerns expressed if the membership policy is changed:

•	 Will dilute our values

•	 The conservative base will abandon their support of 
Scouting as donors and sponsors of units.

•	 A change to the BSA membership policy allowing chartered 
organizations to choose their own members would 
create different standards in different units and prove 
programmatically and legally challenging.

Specific Findings
•	 Support of current policy: 

—53.3 percent strongly support.

—6.1 percent somewhat support.
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—28.1 percent strongly oppose.

—8.9 percent somewhat oppose.

•	 Reviewing the scenarios did not significantly change the 
opinion of those taking the survey based on the scenario 
questions posed at the beginning and end of the survey.

•	 Is the prohibition of homosexual youth and adult members a 
core value of Scouting?

—56.3 percent yes

—43.7 percent no

•	 Chartered organizations establishing their individual 
membership policy:

—52.9 percent strongly oppose.

—12.5 percent somewhat oppose.

—11.6 percent strongly support.

—14.6 percent somewhat support.

•	 What will you do if in May a decision on the membership 
policy is made that disagrees with your own view?

—25.2 percent will continue.

—44.9 percent will not continue.

—29.9 percent undecided

•	 Online donors who support the current policy—What if the 
membership policy changes?

—14.3 percent will continue.

—60.7 percent will not continue.

•	 Online donors who do not support the current membership 
policy—What if the membership policy changes?

—36.91 percent will continue.

—24.79 percent will not continue.

MajoR DonoRs
Demographics: major donors having a BSA National 
Foundation relationship

Detailed below are findings from our staff’s surveying of major 
donors to the Boy Scouts of America National Foundation. 
Interviews were conducted in person or by phone with 49 major 
donors (out of approximately 400 active Foundation donors) 
representing 20 different states and all four BSA regions. This 
represents about 12 percent of the overall donor portfolio 
currently managed by the BSA Foundation. All of the donors have 
an ongoing relationship with the BSA National Foundation with 
a minimum length of one year. These are individual donors who 
have either given or have the capacity to give personal gifts of 
$100,000 or more to local and/or national BSA entities.

The major donors we interviewed were overwhelmingly pleased 
that we took the time to contact them and discuss their feelings 
on this issue.

MajoR DonoR ResPonses
Main concerns expressed if the membership policy remains 
the same:

•	 Continued negative media coverage fueled by pressure from 
advocacy groups

•	 Growing reluctance among youth and young parents to 
join Scouting

•	 Continued loss of corporate and foundation support and 
supporting organizations

•	 Scouting decreases in relevance as more people associate 
us with being anti-gay or discriminatory.

•	 Scouting will be fractured along political/religious lines.

Main concerns expressed if the membership policy is changed:

•	 It creates chaos and shows a lack of courage by national 
leadership by compromising values and passing the buck to 
local organizations.

•	 Chartered organizations that disagree with the change 
will drop Scouting rather than endure legal battles and 
other hardships.

•	 There will be loss of core membership and financial support 
from individuals and families.

•	 Scouting will be fractured along political/religious lines.

Specific Findings
Question 1: The current Boy Scouts of America requirements, 
stated above, prohibit open homosexuals from being Scouts or 
adult Scout leaders. To what extent do you support or oppose 
these requirements?

•	 Twenty-six donors (53 percent) strongly or somewhat 
support the BSA’s current policy.

•	 Twenty-two donors (45 percent) strongly or somewhat 
oppose the BSA’s current policy.

•	 One donor (2 percent) was neutral.

Question 2: Do you believe the current policy prohibiting open 
homosexuals from being Scouts or adult Scout leaders is a core 
value of Scouting found in the Scout Oath and Law?

•	 Twenty donors (41 percent) answered yes.

•	 Twenty-nine donors (59 percent) answered no.
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Question 3: Different organizations to which Boy Scout troops 
are chartered have different positions on the morality of 
homosexuality. Do you support or oppose allowing chartered 
organizations to follow their own beliefs when selecting Boy 
Scout members and adult leaders if that means there will be 
different standards from one chartered organization to the next?

•	 Twenty-three donors (47 percent) strongly or somewhat 
support allowing chartered organizations to follow their 
own beliefs. 

•	 Twenty-five donors (51 percent) strongly or somewhat 
oppose allowing chartered organizations to follow their 
own beliefs.

•	 One donor (2 percent) was neutral.

Question 4: If the BSA changes its policy in the fashion that has 
been proposed (described above), what, if any, changes would 
you make to your charitable giving toward the BSA?

•	 Twenty-nine donors (59 percent) believe they can find a way 
to continue support.

•	 Thirteen donors (27 percent) have not yet made up 
their mind.

•	 Ten donors (14 percent) do not believe they can find a way 
to continue support.

PhiLanthRoPY
Membership standards insight into the philanthropic donor’s 
perspective, as provided through confirmed and highly 
probable donors:

1. Should the Boy Scouts of America change its current 
membership policies to allow openly gay leaders to serve?

•	 Change the policy: 19 of 40, or 47.5 percent

•	 Don’t change the current policy: 17 of 40, 
or 42.5 percent

•	 No opinion: four of 40, or 10 percent

2. Will a change in policy affect your philanthropic association 
with the Boy Scouts of America?

•	 Negatively: two of 40, or 5 percent

•	 Positively: three of 40, or 7.5 percent

•	 Neutral: 35 of 40, or 87.5 percent
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Parents study Group summary

1. the Boy scouts remains extremely popular. The 
organization enjoys a 78 percent to 11 percent favorable-
unfavorable rating, with both numbers up slightly from 2010 
(73 percent to 7 percent). It appears that the controversies 
over the last few years have had a modest impact on the 
unfavorable rating, but it is also clear that the organization 
as a whole has not been damaged by them to this point.

2. the policy is not a motivating factor for people whose 
sons are not in scouting. Just 2 percent of parents say 
the ban on gays is the reason why their son isn’t in the 
organization. The core reasons for lack of involvement 
remain the same as we have seen in past research—that 
their son is too busy or involved in other things (29 percent), 
not old enough (21 percent), or not interested (20 percent).

3. awareness of this issue has increased significantly 
over the last three years. Seventy-seven percent of 
parents have now seen or heard about the BSA policy (up 
from 55 percent in 2010), including 90 percent of parents of 
current Scouts. Moreover, 50 percent of parents have seen 
or heard something about the potential change, including 77 
percent of parents of current Scouts.

4. Parents’ views of the policy have shifted dramatically. 
Parents now oppose the policy by 45 percent to 42 percent, 
in stark contrast to 2010, when they supported it by 58 
percent to 29 percent. Parents of current Scouts continue 
to support the policy, but only by 48 percent to 39 percent 
(down from 57 percent to 29 percent in 2010). The effect of 
the policy has also shifted toward the negative, with parents 
saying it makes them less likely to enroll their son by 23 
percent to 22 percent (in 2010, it made them more likely to 
do so by 30 percent to 15 percent).

5. as we have seen in past research, the chartered 
organization option is not a particularly popular 
alternative. Parents think changing from the current policy 
to the chartered organization option is a bad idea by 48 
percent to 40 percent. Opposition to the idea takes two 
forms: (1) supporters of the current policy not wanting to 
make a change, and (2) opponents of the current policy who 
think it should be eliminated altogether. Asking a detailed 
question about this option which gives arguments both for 
and against the proposal yields a similar result to that seen 
three years ago, with parents saying it is a bad idea by 
48 percent to 42 percent. Parents of current Scouts split, 
saying it is a bad idea by 46 percent to 45 percent.
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6. the results on the scenarios all favor the position that 
would result in changing the policy. This is true for all but 
one of them, even among parents of current Scouts:

•	 Denying a gay Scout his Eagle Scout Award: Unacceptable 
by 78 percent to 18 percent, including 72 percent to 24 
percent among parents of current Scouts.

•	 Allowing a gay boy to tent with a straight boy: Acceptable by 
54 percent to 39 percent, including 54 percent to 40 percent 
among parents of current Scouts.

•	 Lesbian den mother: Acceptable by 63 percent to 32 
percent, including 64 percent to 33 percent among parents 
of current Scouts.

•	 A troop chartered to a church that teaches homosexuality is 
immoral denying a gay boy membership: Unacceptable by 
55 percent to 38 percent. This is the only scenario where 
parents of current Scouts disagree with the majority, in this 
case saying it is acceptable, but by just 47 percent to 
45 percent.

•	 Gay adult taking boys on camping trip: Acceptable by 58 
percent to 37 percent, including 62 percent to 36 percent 
among parents of current Scouts.

•	 Gay youth minister as Scoutmaster: Acceptable by 56 
percent to 41 percent, including 55 percent to 41 percent 
among parents of current Scouts.

7. after all of the discussion, a majority of parents support 
changing the policy. After the discussion, including the 
scenarios, parents say the organization should change to 
the chartered organization option, rather than keep the 
current policy, by 52 percent to 39 percent. Parents of 
current Scouts are split, with 46 percent saying keep the 
current policy, and 47 percent saying change.
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Voice of the scout Membership 
standards survey summary

1. the current policy regarding homosexual scouts and 
adult leaders enjoys strong and widespread support. 
Respondents support the policy by a 61 percent to 34 
percent margin, with intensity overwhelmingly favoring 
supporters—54 percent “totally support” the policy, while 
25 percent “totally oppose” it. While support for the policy is 
strongest among whites, men, and middle-aged adults, it is 
consistent throughout virtually all segments of the Scouting 
family. Only people in the Northeast and the youngest adults 
oppose the policy.

2. the results on all but one of the scenarios all favor the 
position that would result in keeping the current policy.

•	 Allowing a gay boy to tent with a straight boy: Unacceptable 
by 63 percent to 29 percent.

•	 A troop chartered to a church that teaches homosexuality is 
immoral denying a gay boy membership: Acceptable by 61 
percent to 33 percent.

•	 Gay youth minister as Scoutmaster: Unacceptable by 54 
percent to 40 percent.

•	 Gay adult taking boys on a camping trip: Unacceptable by 
54 percent to 42 percent.

•	 Lesbian den mother: Unacceptable by 50 percent to 
46 percent.

•	 Denying a gay Scout his Eagle Scout Award: This is the 
only scenario that favors changing the current policy, with 
respondents saying it is unacceptable by 62 percent to 
32 percent.

3. considering the scenarios has virtually no effect on 
people’s view of the current policy. After reading the 
scenarios, respondents continue to support the policy by a 
wide 60 percent to 35 percent margin, including intensity 
that strongly favors supporters.

4. Respondents oppose the chartered organization option 
by more than 2-to-1. Not surprisingly, given what we have 
learned from past research, the chartered organization 
option does not enjoy popular support, with people opposing 
it by an overwhelming 64 percent to 29 percent margin. 
Intensity strongly favors the negative here, with 53 percent 
“totally oppose” versus just 15 percent “totally support.”
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5. nearly three-fifths of respondents say the current policy 
is a core value of scouting found in the scout oath 
and Law. People say the policy represents a core value by 
a 58 percent to 42 percent margin, helping to explain the 
overwhelming, intense, and consistent support for the policy 
among respondents.

6. one-third of respondents say they do not believe they 
can continue with the organization if the Bsa makes 
a decision on the policy that conflicts with their own 
view. Thirty-four percent of respondents say they do not 
believe they could continue with the organization if they 
disagree with the BSA’s decision on the policy, 33 percent 
say they believe they could continue, and 33 percent 
are unsure.

Views on this matter are far stronger among supporters of the 
policy than among opponents. Among supporters of the policy, 
50 percent say they could not continue with the organization if 
the policy changed. But among opponents of the policy, just 11 
percent say they could not continue if the policy remains 
in place.
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Youth Protection and child safety 
Definitions and statistics

In addressing issues related to youth protection for the 
membership standards study, the Boy Scouts of America tasked 
its director of Youth Protection, Michael V. Johnson, to consult 
with leading experts in the field of youth protection and child 
sexual abuse prevention. David Finkelhor, Ph.D.; W. Walter 
Menninger, M.D., psychiatry; Charol Shakeshaft, Ph.D.; and 
Victor Vieth, J.D.; all provided input and insight. The following is 
a summary of their findings on key issues and concerns in the 
BSA’s membership standards discussion.

BioGRaPhies oF Youth 
PRotection exPeRts
David Finkelhor, Ph.D., is director of the Crimes Against 
Children Research Center, professor of sociology at the 
University of New Hampshire, and a nationally recognized expert 
in the field of child abuse. www.unh.edu/ccrc

w. walter Menninger, M.D., psychiatry, is past chairman, 
Board of Visitors, Menninger Foundation and Menninger Clinic, 
an international specialty psychiatric center providing treatment, 
research, and education. Menninger is an advisor to the BSA’s 
Youth Protection and Health and Safety committees.

charol shakeshaft, Ph.D., is professor of educational leadership 
at Virginia Commonwealth University and has been studying 
equity in schools for more than 25 years, documenting gendered 
practice in the classroom and in school administration. She is 
an internationally recognized researcher in the area of gender 
patterns in educational delivery and classroom interactions. 
www.soe.vcu.edu/faculty-staff-member/charol-shakeshaft/

Victor Vieth, j.D., is executive director of the National Child 
Protection Training Center at Winona State University and an 
expert on child abuse investigation, prosecution, and prevention. 
He has authored numerous articles and has been a contributing 
writer to several publications related to child maltreatment.  
http://bit.ly/16erDKg

Youth PRotection anD 
chiLD saFetY

Definitions
The terminology used in the area of child sexual abuse is often 
confusing and can even be misleading. We can begin to address 
that problem by defining some basic terms. Pedophilia and child 
molestation are used in different ways, even by professionals.
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•	 Pedophilia usually refers to an adult psychological disorder 
characterized by a preference for prepubescent children as 
sexual partners; this preference may or may not be acted upon. 

•	 hebephilia is sometimes used to describe adult sexual 
attraction to adolescents or children who have 
reached puberty.

•	 child sexual abuse describes actual sexual contact 
between an adult and someone who has not reached the 
legal age of consent. In this context, the latter individual is 
referred to as a child, even though he or she may be 
a teenager.

Although the terms are not always applied consistently, it is 
useful to distinguish between pedophiles/hebephiles and child 
molesters/abusers. Pedophilia and hebephilia are diagnostic 
labels that refer to psychological attractions. Not all pedophiles 
and hebephiles actually molest children; an adult can be 
attracted to children or adolescents without ever actually 
engaging in sexual contact with them.

note: Information provided by David Finkelhor, Ph.D. Source: 
University of California Davis, Psychology Department, http://
psychology.ucdavis.edu/rainbow/html/facts_molestation.html

The Prevalence and Incidence of Sexual Abuse

Prevalence and incidence of sexual abuse
David Finkelhor, Ph.D.

•	 There are an estimated 1.6 million contact sexual offenses 
against juveniles ages 0–17 annually (National Survey of 
Children’s Exposure to Violence, 2011).

•	 The best and most up-to-date estimate is that about 20 
percent of girls and 5 percent of boys are being sexually 
abused over the course of childhood. But that includes much 
abuse by peers. The rate in the most recent national study of 
abuse by adults is 12 percent for girls and 1 percent for boys.

•	 Thus, girls are victims more often than boys by 4-to-1 or 
even more than 10-to-1. 

•	 Ninety-five percent of the offenders are males. Clearly, 
most victimization occurs between male offenders and 
female victims. There are no statistics on the relative rate 
of abusing by homosexuals vs. heterosexuals. The nearly 
universal opinion among sexual abuse authorities is that 
same-sex sexual interest or same-sex sexual experience, 
either in adults or youth, is NOT a risk factor for sexually 
abusing children.

homosexuality and child Molestation
charol shakeshaft, Ph.D.

Reflecting the results of these and other studies, the mainstream 
view among researchers and professionals who work in the 
area of child sexual abuse is that homosexual and bisexual men 
do not pose any special threat to children. For example, in one 
review of the scientific literature, noted authority Dr. A. Nicholas 
Groth wrote:

Are homosexual adults in general sexually attracted 
to children and are preadolescent children at greater 
risk of molestation from homosexual adults than from 
heterosexual adults? There is no reason to believe so. The 
research to date all points to there being no significant 
relationship between a homosexual lifestyle and child 
molestation. There appears to be practically no reportage 
of sexual molestation of girls by lesbian adults, and the 
adult male who sexually molests young boys is not likely 
to be homosexual (Groth & Gary, 1982, p. 147).

In a more recent literature review, Dr. Nathaniel McConaghy 
(1998) similarly cautioned against confusing homosexuality with 
pedophilia. He noted, “The man who offends against prepubertal 
or immediately postpubertal boys is typically not sexually 
interested in older men or in women” (p. 259).

homosexuality and child Molestation
Victor Vieth, j.D.

First, there is no evidence to suggest that homosexuals are more 
likely to molest children than heterosexuals. This conclusion 
is based not only on the available research,¹ but on 25 years 
of practice as a child abuse prosecutor and a consultant to 
child abuse prosecutors throughout the United States. A child 
molester can be heterosexual, homosexual, bisexual, or have no 
adult sexual interests.² The only common denominator is that 
the offender has a sexual attraction to children.³ As one recent 
example, Jerry Sandusky was a married heterosexual man who 
also happened to be a serial child molester.4

1 See, e.g., Jenny, C., Roesler, T.A., and Poyer, K. L, Are children at risk for sexual abuse 
by homosexuals? Pediatrics, 94(1). (This study examined cases of child abuse in a 
Denver medical facility and of the 269 child sexual abuse victims studied, only two were 
victimized by someone the researchers could identify as gay or lesbian.) 
2 See generally, Anna Salter, Predators: Pedophiles, Rapists, and Other Sex Offenders 
(2003). 
3 For example, the DSM-IV criteria for pedophilia is the offender must be at least 16, 
must be at least 5 years older that the victim and, over a period of at least six months, 
has “recurrent, intense sexually arousing fantasies, sexual urges, or behaviors involving 
sexual activity with a prepubescent child or children (generally 13 years or younger)” 
(APA 1994).
4  Victor I. Vieth, et al, Lessons from Penn State: A Call to Implement a New Pattern of 
Training for Mandated Reporters and Child Protection Professionals CENTERPIECE Volume 
3, issue 3 and 4 (2012).
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child sex abuse and Gay Parents
american Psychological association

Are children raised by gay parents more likely to be sexually 
abused by a parent or by a parent’s friends or acquaintances? 
There is no scientific support for fears about children of lesbian 
or gay parents being sexually abused by their parents or their 
parents’ gay, lesbian, or bisexual friends or acquaintances.

Source: American Psychological Association (2008). Answers to 
your questions: For a better understanding of sexual orientation 
and homosexuality. Washington, D.C.: Author. (Retrieved from 
www.apa.org/topics/sorientation.pdf.)

Modeling

Parent Modeling
charol shakeshaft, Ph.D.

The research on lesbian/gay parents and their children 
is relevant to this discussion because many studies have 
shown that the strongest role modeling occurs in parent-
child situations. Research shows that measures of children’s 
gender development are generally unrelated to parental sexual 
orientation (Gartrell, Bos, and Goldberg, 2011; Fulcher, Sutfin, 
Patterson, 2007; Patterson, 2006; Golombok and Tasker, 1996; 
Green, 1978). More than two decades of research has failed to 
find any significant differences in the adjustment or development 
of children or adolescents raised by same-sex couples as 
compared to those children raised by heterosexual couples 
(Patterson, 2006). Nor are there differences in the sexual identity 
definitions between children raised by heterosexual parents vs. 
those raised by homosexual parents.

Modeling influences
David Finkelhor, Ph.D.

Most of the research on the effect on children of associating 
with self-identified homosexual adults has been done about 
homosexual parents. The clear conclusion from this research 
is that there appear to be no effects on children’s adjustment, 
mental health, or sexual orientation.

There is no research on the effect on children of having a 
homosexual as a leader or coach. Nonetheless, even though 
the development of sexual behavior is not fully understood, it 
is generally thought by researchers that modeling plays no role 
in sexual orientation. Most of those who become attracted to 
same-sex partners grow up in homes and communities where 
the modeling is exclusively heterosexual.

Bsa Membership Policy—Potential change challenges
w. walter Menninger, M.D., Psychiatry

The proposal for a change in the formal position of the Boy 
Scouts of America with regard to individuals with an openly 
acknowledged homosexual identification has provoked 
significant discussion as well as a myriad of emotions. With the 
issue of sexuality, it is important to acknowledge the degree to 
which underlying emotion can influence consideration of policy 
and action. The primary challenge in discussing this issue is to 
clarify/distinguish fact from fiction, and to identify and defuse 
as much as possible emotional aspects that color/influence the 
reactions to the proposed change.

Normal personality growth and development, for all individuals, 
progresses from an infantile, self-centered orientation to childhood 
awareness and affiliation with others like oneself, to—for the vast 
majority of persons—an adolescent interest in and adult affiliation 
with a member of the opposite sex. While that search for pleasure 
can be a powerful motivating force, most persons limit their sexual 
activity to socially acceptable situations.

In exploring issues of sexual identification and behavior, both 
adults and youth have been known to manifest unsettling and 
problematic sexual behavior. Indeed, the BSA program for Youth 
Protection was developed to protect youth from circumstances 
where they might be subject to abuse by adults.

Concern for a formal change in BSA policy has to do with the 
degree to which an acceptance of individuals with an openly 
stated homosexual orientation will compromise the values 
associated with the Scouting movement and jeopardize 
other participants in the program. Will BSA acceptance of 
homosexuals increase the likelihood of sexual molestation 
of youth? An extensive review of the literature, completed by 
Gregory M. Herek, Ph.D. (professor of psychology, University of 
California, Davis), suggests no. His extensive review of “Facts 
About Homosexuality and Child Molestation” is found at http://
psychology.ucdavis.edu/rainbow/html/facts_molestation.html. 
His conclusion: “The empirical research does not show that gay 
or bisexual men are any more likely than heterosexual men to 
molest children.”

Another inquiry has been: Will BSA acceptance of homosexuals 
increase the likelihood of sexual exploration or experimentation 
between youth members? Inevitably, as part of normal 
adolescence, youth will engage in sexual exploration or 
experimentation. Such experimentation is unlikely to increase or 
decrease with a change in BSA policy.
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With regard to a “threat” to other Scouts, or the impact 
on dissimilar units, there would be little likelihood of any 
inappropriate or abusive behavior—any more than may already 
occur in such situations. The ultimate outcome will reflect the 
degree to which unit leadership recognizes and addresses any 
potential problem in a reasonable and appropriate manner. One 
of the strengths of the Boy Scout program has been a platform 
that has respected differing perspectives, as long as one 
commits to the values outlined in the Scout Oath and Law. There 
are those who clearly feel the homosexual lifestyle does not do 
that, although many individuals with either an open or closeted 
commitment to that lifestyle would disagree. Most persons 
committed to either a heterosexual or homosexual lifestyle are 
not predatory in their search for sexual satisfaction. To imply 
an open acceptance of individuals with a primary homosexual 
orientation will greatly increase the likelihood of sexual abuse 
in Scouting is purely speculative and not based in any solid 
scientific data.
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other information
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INTRODUCTION

Living arrangements are rapidly changing 
in America, especially when it comes to 
both same-sex couple households and 
the recognition of same-sex marriages 
by individual states. A description of 
these households is not complete without 
identifying the presence of children in 
these households by their relation to the 
householder—whether they are biologi-
cal children, stepchildren, or adopted 
children. This report addresses these 
topics by presenting data from the 2010 
American Community Survey (ACS) on 
same-sex couple households at national 
and state levels. The data in this report 
are for households, not individuals. 

This report is one of a series produced 
to highlight results from the 2010 ACS. 
The ACS provides detailed estimates 
of demographic, social, economic, and 
housing characteristics for congressio-
nal districts, counties, places, and other 
localities every year. A description of the 
ACS is provided in the text box “What 
Is the American Community Survey?”

SAME-SEX COUPLE HOUSEHOLDS 
BY STATE

Approximately 594,000 same-sex couple 
households lived in the United States 
in 2010, not statistically different from 
the 581,000 households reported in the 
2009 ACS.1 Nationally, about 1 percent 
of all couple households were same-sex 

1 The 2009 ACS number of same-sex couples can 
be found at <www.census.gov/population/www 
/socdemo/files/ssex-tables-2009.xls>.

Same-sex couple households: 
These households are identi-
fied using both the relationship 
to householder and sex items. 

Total couple households: The 
total of those households where 
the householder reports hav-
ing a spouse or unmarried part-
ner in the household. Includes 
opposite-sex and same-sex mar-
ried and unmarried couples.

Unmarried partner: A person 
reported as an “unmarried part-
ner” of the householder and who 
shares a close personal relation-
ship with the reference person. 

Reported as spouse: Those 
in same-sex couple households 
who were originally reported as a 
spouse of the householder. Same-
sex spouses were edited during 
processing to “unmarried partner.” 

Own child: A never married 
child under 18 years old who is a 
son or daughter by birth, mar-
riage (stepchild), or adoption. 

couples. The percentage of same-sex 
couple households for the 50 states and 
the District of Columbia ranged from  
0.29 percent for Wyoming and 4.01 
percent for the District of Columbia 
(see map). Seventeen states and 
the District of Columbia had higher 
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percentages of same-sex couple 
households than the nation. 

The legal recognition of same-sex 
couple households vary by state. 
In 2010, 42,000 of these house-
holds were in states that performed 
same-sex marriages, while 169,000 
were in states that had either 
registered domestic partnerships 
or civil unions (Table 1). Over half 
(90,000) of same-sex couple house-
holds either registered domes-
tic partnerships or civil unions 
resided in the state of California. 

Overall, 25.7 percent of all same-
sex couple households in 2010 
reported that they were spouses 
(152,000). Administrative records 
indicate less than 50,000 same-sex 
marriages were performed in the 
United States between 2004 (when 

same-sex marriages were first  
legalized in Massachusetts) and 
2010.2 In states where same-
sex marriages were performed, 
42.4 percent of same-sex couple 
households were reported as 
spouses compared with 28.2 
percent for states with domestic 
partnerships or civil unions and 
22.7 percent for all other states. 

SAME-SEX COUPLE 
HOUSEHOLDS WITH 
CHILDREN

Out of the 594,000 same-sex cou-
ple households, 115,000 reported 
having children. Eighty-four percent 

2 Renna, Cathy., “The Williams Institute 
Experts Comment on Department of Justice 
DOMA Decision,” February 24, 2011, press 
release prepared by the Williams Institute, 
UCLA School of Law.

of these households contained own 
children of the householder (Table 
2). In comparison, 94 percent of 
opposite-sex married couple house-
holds with children reported living 
with their own children. Same-
sex couple households may have 
reported higher proportions of non-
related children because they may 
have been children of the partner 
of the householder. This is clearly 
seen in Table 2 where same-sex 
couples are shown by whether they 
reported as spouse or unmarried 
partner. While 94 percent of mar-
ried opposite-sex couples were liv-
ing with own children in 2010, 89 
percent of same-sex spousal house-
holds with children reported having 
own children of the householder 
present. In comparison, 81 percent 
of same-sex unmarried partner 

Same-Sex Couple Households as a Percent
of Total Couple Households by State: 2010

United States = 0.95 percent

Percent of Same-Sex
Couple Households

1.76–4.01

0.96–1.75

0.67–0.95

0.29–0.66

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 American Community Survey.
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Table 1.
Distribution of Same-Sex Couple Households by States Grouped by Legal Recognition of 
Same-Sex Couple Marriages and Unions: 2010
(In percent. For information on confidentiality protection, sampling error, nonsampling error, and definitions, see  
www.census.gov/acs/www)

Total Reported as spouse Unmarried partner
Legal recognition Margin of  Margin of  Margin of  

Estimate error (±)1 Percent error (±)1 Percent error (±)1

    Total same-sex couple households  .  .  . 593,324 11,395 25 .7 0 .8 74 .3 0 .8
States performing same-sex marriages2  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 42,195 3,055 42 .4 3 .7 57 .6 3 .7
Domestic partnership/Civil unions3  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 169,205 6,133 28 .2 1 .4 71 .8 1 .4
 California3A  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 90,023 4,569 32 .1 2 .4 67 .9 2 .4
All other states  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 381,924 8,804 22 .7 0 .9 77 .3 0 .9

1 Data are based on a sample and are subject to sampling variability . A margin of error is a measure of an estimate’s variability . The larger the margin of error 
in relation to the size of the estimate, the less reliable the estimate . When added to and subtracted from the estimate, the margin of error forms the 90 percent 
confidence interval .

2 This includes Connecticut, Iowa, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Vermont, and the District of Columbia .
3 This includes California, Colorado, Delaware, Hawaii, Maine, Nevada, New Jersey, Oregon, Washington, and Wisconsin .
3A California performed same-sex marriages from June to November 2008 .

Source: U .S . Census Bureau, 2010 American Community Survey .

household with children contained adopted, or stepchildren. In 2010, percent had only biological chil-
children of the householder. about 9 out of 10 married opposite- dren, while 21 percent had either 

sex couple households with own stepchildren only or adopted only. 
The second panel of Table 2 

children contained only the biologi- In same-sex unmarried partner 
shows more detailed categories of 

cal children of the householder. Of households with own children, 
own children living in a house-

all same-sex couple households only 67 percent had only biological 
hold—whether they are biological, 

with own children present, 73 children compared with 80 percent 

Table 2.
Couple Households With Children: 2010
(In percent. For information on confidentiality protection, sampling error, nonsampling error, and definitions, see  
www.census.gov/acs/www)

Married Unmarried Total Same-sex couples by reporting status
opposite-sex opposite-sex same-sex Same-sex Same-sex

couples couples couples spouse unmarried partnerCharacteristic
Margin Margin Margin Margin Margin 

of of of of of 
Percent error (±)1 Percent error (±)1 Percent error (±)1 Percent error (±)1 Percent error (±)1

    Households with children  
    (number)   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 24,443,599 83,848 2,684,978 23,359 115,064 5,516 43,933 2,901 71,131 4,381

Own children present2  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 93 .8 0 .05 88 .5 0 .20 84 .1 0 .93 89 .0 1 .43 81 .1 1 .48
No own children present3  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 6 .2 0 .05 11 .5 0 .20 15 .9 0 .93 11 .0 1 .43 18 .9 1 .48

    Households with own  
    children only  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 22,872,151 86,426 2,267,016 20,771 94,627 5,026 38,778 2,738 55,849 4,077

Biological only4   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 90 .8 0 .10 88 .0 0 .41 72 .8 2 .71 80 .4 3 .11 67 .4 3 .81
Step only or adopted only5  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 4 .4 0 .07 5 .2 0 .30 21 .2 2 .26 13 .1 2 .83 26 .8 3 .36
Combination of own children only6   .  .  . 4 .8 0 .07 6 .8 0 .30 6 .0 1 .51 6 .4 1 .84 5 .7 1 .81

1 Data are based on a sample and are subject to sampling variability . A margin of error is a measure of an estimate’s variability . The larger the margin of error 
in relation to the size of the estimate, the less reliable the estimate . When added to and subtracted from the estimate, the margin of error forms the 90 percent 
confidence interval .

2 Households with at least one own child present under the age of 18 years . Can contain not own children as well .
3 Households that contain grandchildren, other relatives, or other nonrelatives under the age of 18 years .
4 Households with biological children only .
5 Households with either stepchild only or adopted child only . 
6 Combination of two or more of the three own children types .

Source: U .S . Census Bureau, 2010 American Community Survey .
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in spouse households. Among both 
same-sex spousal and unmarried 
partner households, family units 
consisting of children of the partner 
or through adoption are common.

Statistics on same-sex couples from 
the 2010 Census are also available 
for comparison purposes with the 
2010 ACS. Detailed tables on the 
estimates of same-sex couples liv-
ing with children for the nation and 
individual states and a technical 
evaluation of these estimates from 
both data sources can be found by 
accessing the Web page “American 
Community Survey Data on Same 
Sex Couples” <www.census.gov 
/hhes/samesex/data/acs.html>.

SOURCE AND ACCURACY

Data presented in this report are 
based on people and households 
that responded to the ACS in 2010. 
The resulting estimates are repre-
sentative of the entire population. 
All comparisons presented in this 
report have taken sampling error 
into account and are significant 
at the 90 percent confidence level 
unless otherwise noted. Due to 
rounding, some details may not 
sum to totals. For information on 
sampling and estimation methods, 
confidentiality protection, and 
sampling and nonsampling errors, 
please see the “2010 ACS Accuracy 
of the Data” document located at 
<www.census.gov/acs/www 
/Downloads/data_documentation 
/Accuracy/ACS_Accuracy_of 

_Data_2010.pdf>.

What Is the American Community Survey?

The American Community Survey (ACS) is a nationwide sur-
vey designed to provide communities with reliable and timely 
demographic, social, economic, and housing data for the nation, 
states, congressional districts, counties, places, and other locali-
ties every year. It has an annual sample size of about 3 million 
addresses across the United States and Puerto Rico and includes 
both housing units and group quarters (e.g., nursing facilities 
and prisons). The ACS is conducted in every county throughout 
the nation and every municipio in Puerto Rico, where it is called 
the Puerto Rico Community Survey. Beginning in 2006, ACS data 
for 2005 were released for geographic areas with populations 
of 65,000 and greater. For more information on the ACS sample 
design and other topics, visit <www.census.gov/acs/www>.
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